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The Editor’s View

I

hope I can tempt you into taking
part in a little contest that is the
brainchild of our renowned MGB
Driver Production Coordinator Charles
de Bourbon. It’s a cover girl contest.
Well, more appropriately, it’s a cover
car contest. We’re looking for a few
good shots and we hope that you can
provide us with them.
Always wanted your car to be on
a cover of a magazine? Got some fun
ideas for a good photo? Take them
and send them in to us. The winner
not only gets their picture placed on
the cover of the Nov/Dec 2006 issue
of the MGB Driver; but that person
gets a free year’s membership to the
North American MGB Register to
boot! The next four places will share
the back cover and all other pictures
will be kept to be used in future issues.
Remember to make your picture clear
and, if you’re using a digital camera,
to take it using high resolution so it
comes out great. The deadline is September 1 so don’t put it off.
MG 2006 will be over by the time
you read this and I’m hoping it was
one for the history books. I’m also
hoping that we got a lot of material
for the convention issue coming out in
September. If you had a unique experience or would like to share a story of
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Robert
Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver
your trip to Gatlinburg, e-mail them
to me by July 21 so I can try to fit your
article into it. I know that’s not a lot of
notice, but that’s pushing the normal
deadline back a week to accommodate
the fast turn around.
I’d also like to take this moment
to give another plea for articles on MG
Midget restorations or technical issues.
I know there are plenty of Midget owners out there and I’d like to hear more
from you!

Robert
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Dear Members:
As your current Vice Chairman,
I would like to re-introduce myself to
you. My name is Richard G. Liddick
(member # 3-1235) and I currently
own a 1976 Midget, a 1971 MGB-GT,
a 1977 MGB Roadster, and, are you
ready for this, since I could not find a
MG 1100 or 1300 in good condition, I
now have two Austin Americas (a.k.a.
1300’s). I am respectfully submitting
my letter of intent to run for a second
term as NAMGBR’s Vice Chairman.
I have been involved with the
North American MGB Register since
1993 and during that time, I have
helped the Register continue to grow.
Over the last two years as Vice Chairman, I have seen things turn around
for us, we are on firm financial ground
again and both the MGB Driver and
Mutual Aid Directory are back on schedule. We have increased the number of
local chapters and interest in becoming a NAMGBR chapter has been
strong. In general, all is right with our
organization and the engine is purring
along nicely, but we need to keep it
that way. One of my main goals has
been to work with our Secretary in getting local chapters to update their information that is posted on our website
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Richard
Liddick
Vice chairman
NAMGBR
and kept in our records. In addition, I
have suggested ways they can maintain the minimum eight NAMGBR
members necessary to be a chapter in
“good standing”. My other duty has
been to serve as NAMGBR’s representative on the North American Council
of MG Registers. The MG Council has
been the main driving force behind
the planning MG 2006.
In closing, I want to say that I am
looking forward to working with the
North American MGB Register Executive Board and the membership for another two years. I know that together
we can continue to see the Register
grow and become even better.
Safety Fast!

Richard



From the Secretary
Letter of Intent

T

his letter is to announce my intention to run for the office of Secretary of the North American MGB
Register.
Having worked as Acting Secretary for the past several months, I
believe that the Register is on the brink
of some very exciting times. Membership seems to be slowly recovering, the
Mutual Aid Directory is back on schedule, new database systems have been
implemented to improve membership
record handling, and Register mail is
now being routed more efficiently to
speed up member service.
But we’re not done yet. In future,
the Register needs to work even harder
on recruitment and retention! As well
as developing even more benefits for
the membership. That’s why I have
decided to stay.
I believe everyone who has worked
with me, now and in the past, knows

Jerome
Rosenberger
Secretary
NAMGBR
that I have always been totally dedicated to the welfare of the North American MGB Register. And if elected, they
also know, that I will work 24/7 to do
everything I can to make the Register
the best it can be.
I hope you will support my candidacy and encourage you local club
to vote me as Secretary at this years
Annual General meeting.

Jerome Rosenberger
Acting Secretary, NAMGBR

2006 AGM — October 28th

M

ake your plans now for the
2006 Annual General Meeting
and MG 2007 in Sonoma Wine
Country.
The 2006 Annual General Meeting (AGM) of The North American
MGB Register will be held on Saturday,
October 28, 2006 from 1:00pm to
5:00pm (PT) at the beautiful Doubletree Hotel – Sonoma Wine Country
- Rohnert Park, CA. Rohnert Park
is approximately 45 miles north of
San Francisco in the middle of the
Sonoma/Napa Valley Wine Country.
The Doubletree Hotel will be the host
hotel for next year’s North American
MGB Register’s Annual Convention
from July 16 through July 19, 2007.
Rooms have been reserved under
“NAMGBR” for Friday and Saturday nights, October 27-28, 2006 at
$115.00/per night (plus tax). Make
your reservation now (800-222-8733
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– Booking Code NAMGBR) as only a
limited number of rooms are available
at this rate since this is a very popular
tourist destination. As with previous
AGMs, there will be some informal
activities on Friday evening and Saturday morning.
MG 2007 promises to be a great
event in that our Host Club, The MG
Owner’s Club – San Francisco Bay
Area, will be celebrating their 50th anniversary in conjunction with the show
and they really want to show-off their
beautiful part of the world. The show
is scheduled from Monday through
Thursday to take advantage of more
favorable hotel rates as well as lighter
traffic loads than on the weekends.
However, if you’d like to turn this trip
into a “mini vacation”, the hotel is
offering our group rate for three days
before and after our block for those
who may want to stay longer.



Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Even though we have owned our 1971
MGB for 25 years, we only recently joined
the North American MBG Registry. We
are members of the MG Peachtree Registry
in Atlanta, Georgia. We also own a 1963
Austin-Healey 3000 MKII, and my wife
Pat and I enjoy driving our British Cars.
We had planned on driving out to the West
Coast to attend the National this year but
had previously signed up for the NAMGAR
Regional in Mackinaw City, Michigan.
I purchased our MGB in Plano, Texas
from a Jack Richardson. Last year my
wife casually mentioned the MG needed
a paint job. Evidently she had seen too
many MAACO ads and thought in terms
of a day or two. Well, six months later
after much sanding, priming, more sanding, painting, more sanding, and buffing;
we ended up with a beautiful Flame Red
chrome bumper B (the original color). I’m
proud that my wife spent several hours
removing chrome, sanding, and cleaning.
Now we can proudly display “MY WIFE”S
MGB” at numerous car shows through out
the country. I also took the opportunity
while the engine was out to install an
overdrive transmission. It is much more
enjoyable to drive and improved the gas
mileage substantially.
Since we finished the car in January,
we have driven it to car shows in Florida,
Louisiana, Michigan, Alabama, Ohio,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Tennessee. We have placed first in class
in many of the shows and are looking
forward to participating in many more
events in the coming year and counting on
the MGB Driver as a good source for these
events. No event is too far to attend, so
any of the other clubs out there who would
like company from Georgia please email
us at: pat_lou@bellsouth.net
Sincerely,
—Lou & Pat Ballard
Dear Sir,
I just received my March/April issue of
MGB Driver – the color is beautiful. I read
John Twist’s article about MGB Valve Covers and found that his info and my reality
vary just a little. I bought my 1968 MGB/
GT new (No, I’m not in the Original Own-



MGB Driver welcomes your letters.
Email to mgslime@swbell.n et, or
mail to; MGB Driver Editor Robert
Rushing, 5444 Sutherland Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63109

Strange Tales

from Bob & Maries’ Garage

Chapter Two:
Mysterious “Cutting Out”

Wires

By Bob & Marie Sherman
Canadian Classic 7
& Willamette MG clubs
Loue & Pat Ballard’s flame red MGB.
ers Register, since I am not the only owner
this little car has had) and the engine is
an 18GF, but the valve cover looks like
the 64-67 version, not the 68-71 shown.
I imagine that the variation is because
my car was the very first Mark II shipped
into this area, and the valve cover change
must have happened a little later, as many
MGB changes did. This engine did have
the “smog pump”, etc., but no ventilation
tube. It does have the ventilated oil filler
cap.
Regards, —John Hubbard
(The following is a poem sent in by
Adam Deutsch, dedicated to his father
David – past chairman of NAMGBR–
Ed.)

We’ll Make It To Iowa By Tonight

I keep telling him, while weaving the
MGB through the mountains, we ain’t
getting any further than Denver. Nahh,
he said, we’re really moving now. He’s
wrong but there’s no telling him that
over the grunts of the carb in the thin
air, the shake of the rack & pinion near
cliffs’ edges. Been driving in the same
meandering line all day like a gnat flying over an atlas at the spot of dripped
burger relish on the Rockies. And when
the road angle smoothes he keeps it
up, We’ll stop when we’re about half way
through Nebraska. Do you have any idea
how far it is to the middle of Nebraska
from here, pop? And he holds up two
fingers like a channel lock clamp an
inch apart, On the map, about this far.
I’m telling you, we’re sleeping in Denver
tonight. We gotta make… and he wants
to say Toledo, Ohio in less than two days
for a British Car Show, but the only way
either of us can remember the name
of that place is to say, in our heads,
Holy, first.
—Adam Deutsch
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

O

ur last chapter saw that a fuel
system problem was diagnosed
and the problem found to be
the result of an insect that had settled
into the needle and seat of the front
carburetor, causing fuel flooding. This
chapter finds the roadster cruising
about the countryside, rebuilt motor
installed, in a continuing effort to seat
the rings. After 1,000 miles or so, we
occasionally took the RPMs into the
higher ranges to see how the new performance parts would work.
A familiar problem began to appear, off and on, as so many vexing
problems are wont to do. In the higher
RPMs, there would be occasional
“cutting out.” This problem had been
around prior to the engine rebuild.
Various efforts had been undertaken to
cure it. All of the usual suspects had
been dealt with, including fuel filters,
sparking plugs, ignition wires, distributor, etc. After trial runs we thought it
was fixed, but eventually the problem
would crop up again.
This time, we added a new symptom to the cutting out. The tachometer needle would not go as high as it
should, given higher audible RPMs on
acceleration. Additionally, at cruising speeds, the needle would bounce
around occasionally. Our roadster is
fitted with a non-standard tachometer,
so we reviewed the troubleshooting
procedure furnished with the instrument. All seemed in order. We were
thinking that perhaps the tachometer
had an internal problem and would
have to be sent in for servicing.
After crawling about under the
dashboard (Marie did this) and undoing the tachometer fixing brackets,
we partially withdrew the tachometer
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

from the dashboard. We then noted
that the ring terminal on the terminal connecting the tachometer to the
distributor was “just slightly” loose.
Not “jiggely loose,” but loose enough
to turn a bit. This tachometer is an
integral part of the ignition circuit. A
loose wire could, in theory, cause cutting out under load.
We tightened the nut securing
the wire connector. At the same time,
we turned the tach so that the “red
line” of 6,200 rpm was at the twelve
o’clock position, making it easier to
read whilst running a slalom course.
Reinstalling the tach (Marie also did
this), it was time for a test drive up the
famous “Laurel Hill,” south of Hillsboro, Oregon.
We like Laurel Hill because, driving westbound toward Gaston, one
encounters a long uphill grade that,
in third gear, puts a healthy extended
load on the motor – perfect for diagnosing “under load” performance
problems. Plus it is quite scenic for a
short “hood down” tour. (I have no
suggestions as to routes for those in the
mid-west.)
The hill was conquered with no
high speed “cutting out” whatsoever.
Remembering the problem was intermittent, we were still not 100% sure
the problem was solved. However, we
are now happy to report that, thousands of miles later, that indeed the
lose tachometer wire caused the highspeed miss. This may be an unusual
problem, but that’s what Strange Tales
are all about. Perhaps some day you
may find this story helpful.



Colorado Conclave 2005

Yes Dear, I Do Need . . .
Photos Provided by Al an magnuson

Largest contingent of British Cars – MG

By Alan Magnuson, MG Car Club
Rocky Mountain Centre

T

he 22nd Annual Colorado English
Motoring Conclave was held on
September 17 & 18, 2005 in Oak
Park, Arvada, Colorado.
The Conclave hosts English vehicles of all types, pre-war to modern,
from motorcycles to sports cars to fourwheel drives to luxury. Highlights of
this show included a 1935 Rolls Royce
Mulliner Sport Saloon, a 1936 RollsRoyce Sports Saloon, a 1955 Aston
Martin DB2/4, three MGA Twin Cams,
and a 1953 Allard J2X.
Saturday’s Ride the Rockies tour
routed 125 cars and motorcycles
through mountain vistas and the early
fall color change of aspen groves.
Sunday was a beautiful day for
the Conclave with clear skies and 86
degrees. We had over 550 participants

attend this year’s English Motoring
Conclave. The largest contingents
were MG’s with 114 cars, Triumphs
with 111, and Jaguars with 53 cars.
Also participating were Austin, Austin-Healey, AC, Bentley, Jensen, Lotus,
Mini, Morgan, Morris, Rolls-Royce,
Rover, Sunbeam, TVR, vintage racers,
and most other British cars and bikes
that you could think of including an
old Reliant. The vendors, Swap meet,
and pipe band all added to the flavor
of a great British car day in the middle
of the USA. Next years will be even
better!
For information on the 23rd Annual English Motoring Conclave, www.
coloradoconclave.com, which will be
held the weekend of September 16 &
17, 2006, contact Alan Magnuson,
303-400-8076, alan.magnuson@qwest.
com, or 6797 S. Norfolk Ct., Foxfield,
CO 80016-1400.

Another Tool
By Chuck Linick
Emerald Necklace MG Register
It took quite a few years before my
wife finally realized I wasn’t snowing
her when I would say, “Looks like this
project means I have to buy another
new tool”. At least that’s the case
in the early stages of tool collecting.
When I was a teenager it was basic car
tools, mostly metric, so I could work on
my VW Beetle. Then I bought an MG
and a whole new round of tools came
into play: floor jacks, brake bleeders, timing lights, you name it. Then
along comes the first home and you
enter into another new realm of tools
– Driver/drills, reciprocating saws,
plumbing and electrical tools, the list
goes on. Let’s also not forget the many
implements of destruction too: weed
whackers, leaf blowers, riding mowers, power washers – Holy smokes! It’s
going to take me a week just to get the
spring oil change completed on all of
this machinery!
They really all do add up, especially over a lifetime. Now I understand how women accumulate all of
those shoes, it just snowballs itself;
luckily, my tools don’t go out of style
very often. I believe I’ve even reached
the point where I can tell my wife, “It’s
a good thing I already have that tool,
or I wouldn’t have been able to do that
project”.
Even though we can assemble
quite a collection of these handy
devices, it doesn’t mean you have to
spend a lot of money. The other day I
was perusing my tool chest and garage
for some of what I consider my favorite
tools. That’s when I realized that most
of them were downright cheap or at
least very affordable. Here are some
of my favorites, and where they can be
purchased.

Sticky Fender Covers

These are thick rubbery pad
material that protect and stick to your
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Size printed on post, socket holder.
fender like they are glued on and tools
stick to them too. The best ones I’ve
ever used! Check www.bustedknucklegarage.com

Socket Holders

Rectangular bases lined with thin
posts that you drop the socket over to
hold it. Each post has the socket size
printed at the top so you know the
exact location and the size. It’s easily
visible for us guys with middle aged
eye sight. Check Sears. They come in
metric, English 1/4, 3/8, 1/2 inch, and
usually are available in red and gray.

Ratcheting Combination Wrenches

A combo wrench where the boxed
end is actually a low profile ratchet,
with a directional switch. Once you
use these you won’t ever pick another
wrench. They’re outstanding in those
tight spaces where sockets don’t fit.
Check Sears.

Rubber Jack Pad

This is a square rubber jack pad
that replaces the metal lifting cup on
your hydraulic floor jack. Most older
jacks didn’t have one and this is great
for protecting the undercarriage while
lifting. Check Harbor Freight Tools

Mechanix Gloves

Padded gloves to protect your
knuckles from some of the busting
that occurs, especially when breaking
frozen nuts. Check Sears for multiple
grades of protection.

Hollow Hole Punches
and a Handheld Hole Punch

If you are doing any type of interior work, vinyl, leather, carpet, etc.
these are invaluable. The hand held
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Jack and Jack Stand Padding

Purchase a 6 ft. piece of 3/4” foam
pipe insulation. Trim a piece slightly
longer that the top of each jack stand.
Slide the split end over the top of the
stand and cable tie or tape in place.
You now have padded protection for

Mechanics Stethoscope

This inexpensive listening device
can be used for identifying noisy/failing engine components or balancing
your carbs by pulling the needle and
listening to air flow through the open
hose end. Check Sears.
I have many more, but I have
definitely run out of room. If you have
any favorites of your own, drop me
an e-mail, I would love to hear about
them.

IS YOUR MG GOOD LOOKING ENOUGH TO BE A COVER GIRL?
MGB Driver is looking for a cover shot
for its November/December 2006 issue.
PHOTO MUST CONTAIN . . .
• An MGB, MGB-GT, MG Midget, MG 1100 or MG 1300.

• The photo must be interesting with an interesting background.

No limits as to where it can be, city, country, water, cliff . . . No
image manipulation. Preferred images will be the ones as natural in taste, and beauty as possible.The prettiest MG in a great
setting is not the only consideration. The ugliest MG in a bad
situation are OK too.
• This contest is limited to NAMGBR members only.

• All entries must include name, address, phone number, NAMGBR
Member number and a short bio of your car. If your image is selected,
your MG image will be honored on the front cover of the MGB Driver Magazine.
• Front cover winner will receive one year free of NAMGBR membership.
• The 4 runners up share their place of honor on the back cover.
Entries must be in by September 1st, 2006.
Winners to be announced to local affiliated MG clubs nationwide.
Color images will be converted to black and white gray scale image.
All entries become property of NAMGBR and may be used in the MGB Driver.
Officers and Coordinators of NAMGBR AND MGB Driver Magazine and their family
members are ineligible for top prize, but may be considered for runner up positions.
Please send your high resolution images to;
Robert Rushing
Editor of MGB Driver Magazine
5444 Sutherland Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63109
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MGs & the Homecoming Parade

UP TO THE
CHALLENGE?!?
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

the cars for the event.
However, the school then
has to come up with the
drivers and take on the
tremendous liability of
overseeing and returning the cars late at night
after the event. With
this thought in mind, I
approached the members
of our club to see if they
might be in favor of taking this on as a sort of
community service. The
club responded enthusiastically back in 1999, and
we have now completed
our sixth year as “Chauffeurs of Royalty.”
This outing has become one of the
favorites for many of our club members. While our participation obviously benefits the students and school,
it also presents a positive image of our
club and MGs. Students have come
to regard MGs at homecoming as a
Ponderosa tradition, and it is a way of
introducing a whole new generation
to the fun of being in an MG. I should
also mention that there is a certain
thrill in parading our cars in front of
3000+ spectators.
We have always met first at the
British Sportscar Center in Cameron
Photos by carl gw yn

allows you to select various hole sizes,
then squeeze to punch. The hollow
punches allow you to punch clean
holes by striking with a hammer, like
a pin punch. For example, you can
make nice clean holes in the carpeting for seat bolts and they will never
bind again when installed or removed.
Check with Harbor Freight Tools for
both.

the undercarriage. I’ve been using the
same four pieces for years. It holds
up and protects great. Take the left
over piece and slide it down the entire
handle of the floor jack, now your car
is protected from possible jack handle
dings too. Check Home Depot or
Lowe’s for the insulation.

By Carl Gwyn
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club

A

s I sit and recount some of the
great drives of the last season,
one of my favorites is the shortest drive – only about 1/4 mile. This is
the trip with the Homecoming Royalty
for the high school at which I teach.
Let me give a brief history of this event
that has become a tradition for both
the Sacramento Valley MG Car Club
and Ponderosa High School.
I have always watched homecoming parades at high schools and
marveled at the excitement and thrill
for the students as the
princes and princesses
arrive in the beautiful
convertibles to the roar of
the crowd. Then one year
I found out that all was
not well in Camelot. We
were two days away from
homecoming and the
students and activities
director were scrambling
to try to find cars for the
royalty to ride in. It turns
out that this can be a
major hassle for everyone
involved. Usually, the
desire is to find local car
dealers who will donate
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006
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heading our separate
ways home.
These have really been fun times
and have left lasting memories for the
students. For example, one morning
I was returning from
jogging, and as I was
walking up my driveway I saw a couple of
young ladies jogging
down the street by my
house. They stopped
and one of them said
“Mr. Gwyn how is
your MG?” Now this
surprised me because
my car was in the
garage and I did not
recognize either of
them. However, I
never turn down an opportunity to
talk about my car, and I found out that
one of the girls had been among the
first princesses we had chauffeured in
2000. She still had very fond memories of MGs and club members. In fact
at one point I mentioned that we had
considered bowing out a year or two to
let other folks enjoy the experience, to
which she replied “Oh no, Mr. Gwyn,
MGs are the best!!” She may never
own an MG, but the MG marque will
always be associated with good times
for her.
If you have a local high school,
this could be a good event for an individual or club. Last year, we received
requests from three other high schools
to participate in their homecomings.
If you would like to get a good idea of
the fun at a homecoming, you could
have a look at the pictures on our
club’s web site, www.svmgcc.org.

Park, and then caravanned to the high
school which is only about 10 minutes
away. There is always an air of excitement as we arrive en masse and park
next to the football field. The high
school generously provides a pizza dinner and we enjoy a time of fellowship
while we dine in the open air. Afterwards there is plenty of time to visit
the game or converse with passersby
who are interested in our cars.
Just before half time, we return to
the cars and the princes, princesses,
and other dignitaries are assigned to
cars. We drive single file onto the field
with the student sitting on the back
deck on a pillow or blanket. Most
owners of T-types have come up with
arrangements for the student to sit on
the back of the seat. Those of us with
roll bars just slide the passenger seat
forward and the student stands behind
the seat and holds the roll bar. After
the half-time activities, we retire to
a member’s house for dessert before
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Classic Cars
The Redeeming Social Value
By Cassie Brill
San Diego MG Club

W

ho in their
right mind
would pay
big bucks for what
some may consider a
piece of junk, spend even more money
to fix it up, and then only drive it every
once in a while? The answer to that
question is easy – an MG enthusiast or
any other classic car buff! Of course, a
devotee’s significant other who has not
yet been bitten by the “classic car bug”
will likely disagree, but there are many
reasons why there is a significant “redeeming social value” in the process of
classic car restoration.
According to a study published in
the Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, feelings of autonomy, selfesteem and a sense of closeness with
others are more important for happiness than popularity, influence, money
or luxury. For me, a hobby such as
owning a classic car and belonging
to the San Diego MG Club definitely
promotes the feelings necessary for
happiness noted in the article, as well
as several other elements necessary for
a happy, well-balanced life.

Autonomy

A hobby allows us to be totally
in control and gives us a feeling of
autonomy in a world where our activities are often not self-chosen and
self-endorsed. Most of us regularly feel
an obligation to answer to the needs
of our significant other, children and
family members. In other areas of our
lives, our bosses or business concerns
direct our actions. But, we alone
choose a hobby based on interests that
whisper to our soul. We alone decide
how much time to devote to its pursuit.
We alone decide at what level we will
pursue our hobby.
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Self Esteem

Self esteem, as most of us know,
comes from doing difficult things
and mastering them. Self esteem
also comes from treating yourself as
a worthwhile person by doing a fun,
interesting activity that gives you
pleasure and pride. Anyone who has
ever rebuilt an engine, or figured out a
mind boggling MG electrical problem
knows the great feeling of self esteem
that comes with accomplishment.
There is also a certain amount of pleasure derived from the mental activity
of mapping out a plan of action and
executing it.

Fellowship

We human beings, for the most
part, have a need to connect to something greater than ourselves. Fellow
hobbyists give us a “brotherhood” (and
“sisterhood” to be politically correct)
of people with shared interests and
values. Membership in an MG club
also satisfies the very human need to
give and receive attention. Involvement in a hobby can broaden our
circle of friends as well and participation in MG Club activities can create
experiences and memories that last a
lifetime.
Other benefits that add to the
redeeming social value of having a
classic car include relaxation and
creativity.

Relaxation

We all need to relax and get away
from our every day cares and concerns
to maintain good mental health. A
hobby, such as an interest in classic
cars, is perfect to accomplish that end.
The dictionary defines a hobby as a
pursuit outside one’s regular occupation engaged in especially for relax-
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ation.
Now you might be saying, “Well
it’s certainly not relaxing when I
can’t figure out what’s wrong with the
@#$%* thing, or it breaks down when
I take it out for a spin, or I can’t locate
a part I need.” But, any difficulty you
may face in pursuing a hobby still
takes your mind off more pressing life
problems and that is what relaxation
is supposed to do. A hobby gives you a
breather from real life.

Creativity

Successful Touring in the MG

Sources: Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology 2001, Vol. 80, No. 2, 325-339.
Watts, Alan W., The Wisdom of Insecurity
(Pantheon Books, New York, 1951)
ISBN 0394704681

P HOTO SUBMITTED BY MEMBER

Life becomes boring when there is
no opportunity to explore our creativity. Alan Watts writes in The Wisdom
of Insecurity, “We have allowed brain
thinking to develop and dominate our
lives out of all proportion to ‘instinctual wisdom’; which we are allowing to
slump into atrophy. As a consequence
we are at war within ourselves - the
brain desiring things which the body
does not want, and the body desiring
things that the brain will not allow...
So long as the mind is split, life is
perpetual conflict, tension, frustration
and disillusion.” In other words, we
become irritable, restless, and discon-

tent when we don’t give everyday life
a rest.
Our MGs give us an outlet to spark
our creativity and help fend off the
doldrums and worries that life sometimes brings. Creativity is born in
the space between our thoughts, and
I have found that total immersion in
a hobby can also provide the springboard for inspiration in other areas of
my life. It’s a Zen thing.

No gas, no replacement water pump, or no fuel pump diaphram, can be bad, very bad.

By Phil Smith
Hammer & Tongs Register
Preparing for the MG Trip

Of course start with fresh gas, a
good oil level, and with coolant and
brake fluids that are no more than 3
years old. Treat the MG to a lube and
a wash-up BEFORE the trip. If the
engine hasn’t had a thorough tune-up
in the past year, do it before the trip,
you’ll be much happier with your car’s
performance.
Get under the car and make sure
there is no slop in the u-joints; if there
is, replace them before you wander
away from home. If you have a coolant, brake fluid, exhaust, or gasoline
leak, get it fixed before you go on any
trip (having an oil leak is merely proof
that you have an MG with oil in it….).
If you’ve never done it, clean up
the electrical connectors on the battery, starter and fuse block, tighten the
screws on the control box on T-series
cars, and be sure your generator brushes are in good shape, if so equipped.
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Be certain that your brake lights work.
You should have a look at the brake
shoes/pads if you’ve put more than
5000 miles on the car since their last
check. If they’re worn to less than
1/8”, chunked or oily, get that fixed
before you entrust your life to the car.
While you’re looking at the brakes,
look at the brake lines, hard and soft.
If any brake line is cracked or rusty,
get that fixed before you go anywhere.
A couple thousand psi in an emergency stop is a good test of the integrity of
the brake lines – and you don’t want to
risk a failure at that moment.
Check your tires over, including
the spare; cracks and flats means
something’s wrong; don’t just re-inflate, take the wheel to a tire shop and
get it checked out and repaired. As a
final reminder, be sure the knock-offs
or lug nuts are properly tightened.
Your enjoyment of driving is doubled
in a clean car with a well-tuned motor
and a good suspension; your safety
rides on the tires, lights, and brakes. A
successful MG trip contains equal elements of enjoyment and safety!
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My spares philosophy is that
the clever MG owner not only sees to
proper maintenance of his car, he carries some spare parts and tools – not
too much because that will weigh him
down, but not too few because that
could mean a flatbed home instead
of a pleasant drive in the MG. Your
spares and tool kit should include
those items which cannot easily be
purchased in an ordinary auto parts
store and those that could be employed
on the roadside or parking lot to get
you back on the road.
Your spares should include the following items, as they pertain to your
car: Distributor points/rotor/condenser, fuel pump points, and maybe a fuel
pump diaphragm if your fuel pump is
more than 20 years old (or a spare SU
fuel pump), radiator hoses (especially
if you’ve got that multi-armed thing
on the later MGB), water pump, heater
valve, fan belt, generator brushes, a
spare throttle cable, and a head gasket. A spare control box for generatorequipped cars might be useful, but I’ve
not yet had one fail.
For those of you with Lucas
electronics (as opposed to just Lucas
electrics), I’d suggest a spare distributor or at least a built up breaker plate
complete with points/condenser and
all the trimming’s if you’re using a
Lucas electronic ignition distributor,
and a spare alternator if your car has
a Lucas alternator. Those of you with
TDs and TFs really ought to travel
with a spare half-shaft and an axle
stub-extraction tool. 20W50 oil can
be hard to find sometimes, so a quart
or so in your kit is advisable. Finally,
a small bag of specialty hardware can
be particularly valuable, especially for
those impossible-to-find-but-critical
items like mad-metric hardware, carb
hardware, cable gubbins, etc…
I tend to like to keep the original
type components on my car, and the
spares I carry are to replace or repair
those components. Imagine trying
to replace your failed SU fuel pump

Great Internet Used Car Scam

s

What to Carry

at the roadside with a NAPA special.
Not only do you have to be a roadside
mechanic, but now a plumber as well;
what a drag. Much easier just to either
rebuild or replace the SU fuel pump
with another one. And, contrary to a
common but ill-informed belief, the SU
fuel pump is a good reliable unit even
in the toughest conditions. The one
big modification to my rule concerns
the distributor – I think the points/condenser setup is just the ticket for travel.
The Lucas electronic ignition on later
MGBs and Midgets fails without warning and is not fixable. Lucas electrics
(i.e. wires, connectors, switchgear,
lamps) work just fine as long as they
are kept clean, but Lucas electronics
(diode packs, electronic ignition) are
truly the work of the Prince of Darkness, Old No-Sparky himself…. And,
yes, I know we can debate this list all
night long (and preferably over several
IPAs), but this is all stuff that will stop
your weekend cold if it fails – especially if AutoZone doesn’t carry the
part and it could have been fixed on
the roadside…
Your tool kit should carry all the
stuff necessary to employ your spares,
with the exception of a torque wrench
(sure, that can be carried as well,
but they’re pretty easy to find if one
becomes necessary), a nail file, some
electrical tape, and a roll of 16 gauge
automotive wire. Cheap tools are always an aggravation, especially if you
have to make a roadside repair. Stanley, Allen, Craftsman, S-K – these have
proven themselves to be worthwhile
names for your tool kit and aren’t
professional-expensive. Don’t forget
a good flashlight with fresh batteries…even in daylight it can be useful
for working under the car!
Ultimately, the goal of your preparations is a reliable, enjoyable, and
safe car for driving and touring, with
sufficient spares and tools to handle
the old car gremlins that invariably
accompany us on our octagonal journeys.
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Successful Touring in the MG

By Bob Lasater

I

nformation technology and the ability to get and transfer information
quickly has truly transformed how
we communicate and conduct business
and has certainly made many aspects
of our lives easier, more efficient, etc.
However, technology has also given
rise to an entire cottage industry of internet scams. Apparently the economy
of Nigeria and several other Third
World countries is becoming solely
based upon these schemes. I have
recently encountered one of the more
popular ones centered on the selling of
cars.
I had listed an MGB/GT on the
internet for sale. My experience was
such that I thought people might find
the story amusing, but also a rather
sad commentary on one of the darker
sides of technology and human nature
in general.
First a little background. I have
several British cars, including an
MGB/GT that I use for frequent running around and local driving. I have
found it to be a good, reliable, and economical to maintain car. I have had
my current GT for about nine years
and over this time it has gotten to the
point of needing the rocker panels,
rear quarter panels, new upholstery,
and a few other things. As we all
know, once a project like that starts
it tends to quickly escalate. I would
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

no doubt end up replacing all sorts of
things – we’ve all been there. Unfortunately (or fortunately depending on
if you are a buyer or seller), MGB/GT’s
are not really worth a great deal, so it
was pretty clear that I would end up
spending far more money repairing,
repainting, and replacing than the car
was worth. Thus, I reasoned it might
make sense to simply replace it with
another and better GT. After a bit
of searching, I located an extremely
nice, rust free example in Texas for a
reasonable price and bought it. I decided to advertise my old MG and sell
it for what I could get. Being basically
cheap, my first thought was to list it
anywhere I could place an ad for free
and then move on to paying for ads if
the free ones didn’t get a response as I
was in no real hurry.
In searching around the internet
for a car to buy, I quickly became
familiar with a current popular scam
that has arisen in response to selling
cars on the internet. Better known
as the “forward money to shipper”
scam – it goes something like this: A
person from another country agrees to
purchase your car, usually with very
little if any quibbling about the price.
They then send you a bank check for
the sales price plus a hefty additional
amount for the “shipping”. You are
then to send – via a Western Union
money transfer – a certain amount to
a “shipper” who will arrange to pick
up and ship the car to the purchaser.
The basic idea is that you will wire
your own funds to the shipper, who is
in reality, just another address for the
scammer. Of course it takes several
weeks for the original bank check to
clear at which time you are informed
that the check was a complete forgery.
Thus, the “purchaser” has scammed
you out of the amount of the “shipping”. You have no recourse and there
is absolutely nothing you can do, because everything was conducted over
the internet and the scammers were
in some third world country anyway.
Apparently this is a pretty common
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scam and, judging from the number of
people attempting it, a pretty successful scam. However, it’s hard to see how
anyone would actually fall for this in
the first place; but judging from the
number of scam emails I received there
are enough people that do to make it
worthwhile. Anyway, forewarned is
forearmed. I was expecting to see one
or two of the scam letters. My expectations were wildly exceeded!
Within 12 hours of listing my
ad, I began receiving emails. Some of
the better ones I’ve included here. I
compiled a stock response that I would
immediately e-mail back and I would
usually never hear from the particular
scammer a second time (with a couple
of notable exceptions). Some of the
common traits are: they tend to use
pretty ordinary names - John Smith,
Ted Brooks, Mike Adams, although I
did receive one from a “Mr. Chard”
and an “Alessandro”; also, they want
to do the deal quickly, they ask virtually nothing about the condition of the
car and English is obviously not their
first language, sometimes to the point
being pretty funny. The emails would
usually arrive at 3 or 4 a.m. suggesting they were on the other side of the
world.
Here is my standard reply that I
would email back to every one of these
that I received. This usually had the
desired result of never hearing from
the scammer again:
Dear (insert scammers name here):
Thank you for your interest in
my MGB/GT. The price of the car is
$2,100. Due to the number of internet
scams currently prevalent in selling
cars via the internet, I regrettably must
stipulate the following:
I will accept payment only in the
exact amount of the selling price of the
car – I will not “forward” any funds
whatsoever. I will accept a bank check
in US funds drawn on a US bank; however I will not release the car until the
check has cleared through the issuing
bank (usually about 2 weeks).
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Alternatively, you can send me
payment via a Western Union wire
transfer in an amount of the exact selling price of the car.
I will assist the purchaser with
shipping arrangements if necessary,
provided it does not require any exchange of funds, payment for shipping
must be arranged directly between the
buyer and the shipper.
If you are still interested in knowing about my car for sale, let me know
and I will be happy for forward photographs and a comprehensive description.
Regards, —RL
Here are just a few of the multitude of the original emails I received
(reproduced in their entirety complete
with the punctuation, spelling and
grammar in all their glory, first, some
pretty basic inquiries:
Hi, I SAW OVER THE INTERNET YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT FOR SALE OF YOUR
Car FOR THE AMOUNT OF $2,100.
MAY I GET TO KNOW THE CURRENT
WORKING CONDITION AND ALSO
SEE THE CURRENT PICTURE OF IT. MY
PAYMENT WOULD BE BY CASHIERS
CHECK DRAWN FROM A BANK IN
THE STATES ,I WOULD EXPECT YOUR
SOONEST REPLY WITH THE NECESSARY
DETAILS AND YOUR LAST ASKING PRICE
FOR IT. THANKS,
—Mike Adams
hello my name is mr chard i am so much
intrested in purchacing your car ,i will
want you tell me your last offer for it so my
method of payment we be by cheque so i
will need your full name and address and
your phone number which you will used to
receive the cheque intime mail me if you
are ok with it, i will be waiting for your
urgent response
thanks
—mr chard
hello my name is mr richard i am so much
intrested in purchacing your car,i will want
you tell me your last offer for it so my
method of payment we be by cheque so i
will need your full name and address and
your phone number which you will used to
receive the cheque intime mail me if you
are ok with it, i will be waiting for your urgent response
thanks —mr Richard
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SCAMMERS –
COMING TO GET YOU.
(Something tells me “Mr. Chard”
and “Mr. Richard” is the same person!)
Then there were a couple that
were a bit more persistent, for instance
“Jacob’s” first email was:
My name is JACOB JOHNSON,i am situated in EUROPE and,i saw your advert place
on the sti.net,that you want to sell 1972
MGB GT, extremely well preserved which i
am highly interested in it I have a shipper
who takes care of the shipment, so shipping will not pose any problem,but before
payment will be made i need to be sure of
who i will be dealing with if you are going
to be honest and sincere throughout the
transaction. So to start with, signify your
interest by forwarding to me your last
offer as well , after which we can continue
with the transaction and i promise if all
conditions and agreement are accepted
and reached on time, payment will be
made out almost immediately.hoping to
hear from you as soon as possible.Kinldy
let me know whether is still available or
not.
Respectfully.
—Jacob Johnson
Even after sending my “anti-scam”
reply, I received this, which interestingly reveals the essence of the scam,
note the amount of the “shipping”
involved here:
Thanks for your mail. Just sent me
address and other info need, i will send
the payment by middle of next week so
that upon you return you can conclude the
transaction or if you can provide someone to handle this transaction on your
behalf because I have just discuse with
my customer as regards the payment of
the ( 1972 MGB GT)and he has instructed
me to inform you that payment will get to
you in a certified cheque of $6,500 which
is a refund payment of a cancelled order
earlier made by my customer. so you are
required to deduct cost of the (1972 MGB
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

GT) $2,100 when payment gets to you
and refund balance $4400 to my Shipper via western union money transfer for
him to be able to upset shipping charges
down here and from there. After payment
has reached you and balance sent back to
him, our agent will come pick up title and
drive to a prepaid shipper to be shipped to
my customer, while title papers and other
necessary documets will be given to the
shipper. Confirm this a! nd provide
NAME..
ADDRESS..
ZIP CODE..
CITY..
STATE...
COUNTRY..
PHONE NUMBER (HOME,OFFICE,CELL)
for check payment to be delivered to you
ASAP.
Thanks —Jacob Johnson
And here’s another reply getting
right to the point of the scam, they
must do these in large batches, note
that he forgets to replace the word
“bike” with “car”:
Thanks for the mailing and the pis
provided. i am happy that the
car is still for sale.i will like you to be
aware that there is a client of my who is in
us who is going to issue the cashier check
of $5,000.00 and you will deduct the cost
of your bike which is $2,100.00 and the
remaining will be forward to my shippper
via western union money transfer because
they are the one who will come over there
for the pick up of the car in your location.i
will like you not to sell for another intrested
parties, i will be adding the sum of $50
to it if you can do this for me moreover i
will like you to give me your full details like
name and address which will be written on
the payment including your phone and cell
phone number for urgent call,if this suits
you quickly get back to me asap
		
Regards, —james pit
One of the first ones I received
sounded half-way convincing, however
it quickly deteriorated from there. His
initial e-mail was:
Hello, Complements of the season!!!I saw
the advert placement of your vehicle( 1967
MGB Roadster )for sale and i’ll like to
purchase it.I am based in the USA with my
family.I will like to know your last offer for
this car,and pics if any.
Hope to hear from you soon!!!
Yours sincerely —Ted Brooks
To which I sent my anti-scam reply, and he sent me the following, this
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guy is pretty smooth and has definitely
refined his pitch:
Hello, Thanks for your quick response.I understand what you mean
about the fraudsters.I live in Maine.
I’ll give you my full contact address for
future security reasons.A check will be
issued in your name and we’ll wait till
the check clears as you have said,thats
definate! I want to purchase the vehicle
for my son as a gift for his Birthday.
i’ll like to know your last offer still for
the vehicle and also view pics,so that
we can discuss shipping.Where are you
located in USA? regards —Ted Brooks
I sent him an email describing
the car and some photographs and
received the following from him, note
that now we are getting to the point of
the scam and it was becoming pretty
clear where this was going:
Hello Bob, Thanks for your mail.I got the
pics too,it’s a very nice car.Like i told you,i
want to purchase the car for my son as a
gift for his birthday.He is located in the
London,United Kingdom with his family.
I live in Maine.I’ll like to know the price of
the car again,so that we can discuss shipping immediately.I will like you to handle
the shipping as i’ll be living for Uk in a
few days time.Mr Richard Briggs of Pacific
Shipping Agency will come for the pickup
of the vehicle at your residence and all the
papers of the car too.He’ll do all the signing of papers.Get back to me soon as to
the price of the car. Regards, —Ted Brooks
It was becoming pretty obvious
that this was just a more refined scam
but just on the off chance that it wasn’t
I sent him an email asking him to give
me a call, mainly because scammers
do not like to use a telephone in their
scam, but it also seemed reasonable
considering “Ted” claimed he lived in
Maine. He actually called – however,
he must have been calling from Nigeria as the phone connection was barely
audible and he was none too conversational – to the point that he didn’t ask
me anything about the car, but rather
wanted to know how soon I could complete the deal so I asked him to e-mail
me his address and phone number. He
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promptly sent a reply with an address
in Maine along with a note that his
phone was conveniently “out of order”
but would soon be fixed. By now I was
convinced that this was also a scam,
but just to play it out, I called directory information in Maine and asked
for “Ted’s” phone number using the
address he had given. To my surprise,
directory assistance gave me a phone
number for a Ted at the address I had
given them, however, just as I suspected it wasn’t the same number “Ted”
had given me. I called the number
and Ted answered! I said “Hi, I’m
calling about the MG,” the reply was
“Huh?” at which time I explained my
reason for the call to the real Ted. He
was very appreciative of the call owing
to the fact that a scammer was using
his name and address to perpetuate a
scam. I promptly sent a email to “Ted”
informing him that this was clearly a
scam and don’t bother me any further.
Anyway, if you list your car on the
internet, consider yourself forewarned.
Some of the obvious red flags are:
someone from another country wants
to buy your car for the asking price
without inquiring about the rust holes,
the shot transmission, all the smoke
coming out of the tailpipe, or even if it
even runs. All of the communication
is transacted over the internet and if
they give you a phone number it will
be bogus. They want to send you a
bank check for more than the asking
price of the car (some want to send you
a LOT more) and for you to forward
the difference to another party by wire
transfer. And mainly, they want to do
the deal as quickly as possible.
However, on second thought, I just
might compose my own for sale ad
and, who knows, I might some takers:
Dear mr Sir; i have excellent
mgb gt for sale. please forward to
me (US)$1,000,000 in western union
money transfer. i then be pleased to
send you car and refund (US)$997,900
by bank check. awaiting your prompt
response.
Regards
John Doe
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Lucas Smoke

Have you inadvertently let the smoke out of the wires on your classic British car?

By Craig Bolton

Editor’s note: Craig Bolton owns a
British car restoration shop in Belington,
W.Va., called Autodynamics. The shop has
been in business since 1987, specializing
in everything from frame-up restoration to
unit rebuilds for do-it-yourself customers.

I

have a friend in Roswell, Ga.,
named George Wolf. He’s a fine
fellow and a real British car enthusiast, although he’s a little misguided
and prefers the agricultural “exhaust
note” of a TR3 to the dulcet tones of a
B-series MG power unit. We’ve been
trading parts, money, and advice longdistance for several years, and have
been pretty good buddies for a while.
After a weekend camping with
him at the Walter Mitty Challenge in
Atlanta last year, where a lot of lying
and consumption of refreshing adult
beverages may have allegedly taken
place, we decided that he would haul
his stuff north to Pennsylvania and
share my vendor’s spaces at ImportKit/Replicar Nationals at Carlisle. I
unloaded my usual assortment of crap
accumulated over the previous year of
restoration and service work, and he
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

unveiled his stock of rare and unobtainable-at-any-price Lucas bling and
period performance goodies. Honestly,
the first things out of his truck were a
pair of Phantom MkI headlamps and a
complete Marshall Supercharger setup
for a TC.
As the weekend progressed, he
constantly amazed me with his knowledge of Lucas lore and part numbers,
not to mention his impressive inventory. However, even George had a few
items he couldn’t quite identify. By the
end of the weekend, we were just calling them “NOS parts for an AC Invalid
Carriage.”
Carlisle is a mere shadow of its
former self, but we spent the weekend
laughing and commiserating with
the faithful, telling Cecelia Bruce
stories with Jeff Zorn of Little British
Car Co., who kept sneaking over to
cadge a smoke when Jan wasn’t looking, sharing a couple beers with Last
Open Road author Burt Levy (a friend
of George’s and my wife’s hero), and
generally enjoying the un-Carlisle-like
weather.
Anyhow, when I unpacked the
truck at the shop, the first thing that
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Jan & Jeff Zorn, Carlisle, Pa — 2005

Last Open Road author Burt Levy Carlisle, Pa

came out was a B.M.C. Service Tool
Catalogue I’d acquired from George.
The following Saturday, I was preparing to list a few of the better unsold
bits to defray our Carlisle bar tab,
when the idea came up. The previous day, I’d hung a set of Lucas Silver
Sabres on our ‘72 MGB driver, and
had remarked to a friend that I was
going to put the included 16-ft. length
of original Lucas red/yellow wire up
for auction, as “it had yet to have the
smoke let out.” Naturally, a round of
Lucas jokes ensued, and I remembered
that as I got the camera out.
So, I squandered the rest of the
afternoon lashing together some junk
from the shop and a Penrose sausage
jar, and whipped up a label on the
old computer. Rather than doing
something profitable, I composed
the listing, posted it on eBay, and
forwarded it to George as a joke. He
came back with the “I thought all
these were gone” question, and it was
off to the (vintage) races. None of the
other questions posted were solicited,
and very few were redundant. I missed
a week’s work trying to come up with
answers of the same quality as the
questions. I was amazed — I thought
I’d get a couple dozen hits at most. I
see it’s finally broken 60,000. It got
bid to around $2,100 before I ended
the auction, but both bidders were

aware that I was going to pull it early
if they got too frisky. Those final value
fees, you know.
We are a “total immersion” LBC
family. In addition to the shop and
the ‘72 B, the garage at the house
contains a Series I E-Type, an MkI MGB
trailer queen-to-be that belongs to my
wife Traci, and a ‘59 MGA. Waiting
outside is an MGC and Traci’s collection of FOUR ‘68 B-GTs that are eventually going to be two cars.
The “smoke kit” was great fun,
and I actually picked up two customers
from the initial exercise, so that was
a good advertising investment for a
$3.40 listing fee.
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THE eBay LISTING

NOS Lucas Replacement Wiring Harness
Smoke Kit
MG AC Triumph Jaguar TVR Rolls Healey,
etc. w/adapter
The seller ended this listing early because
the item was lost or broken.
Starting bid: US $199.95  
Ended: Jun-09-05 17:56:45 PDT
Start time: Jun-04-05 11:24:18 PDT
History: 0 bids
Item location:
Autodynamics, Belington WV
United States
Have you inadvertently let the smoke
out of the wires on your classic British car?
This, then, is the solution to your problem!
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

Here is presented for your perusal one
Lucas Replacement Wiring Harness Smoke
kit, P/N 530433, along with the very rare
Churchill Tool 18G548BS adapter tube
and metering valve. These kits were supplied surreptitiously to Lucas factory technicians as a trouble-shooting and repair
aid for the rectification of chronic electrical problems on a plethora of British cars.
The smoke is metered, through the fuse
box, into the circuit which has released its
original smoke until the leak is located and
repaired. The affected circuit is then rectified and the replacement smoke re-introduced. An advantage over the cheap repro
smoke kits currently available is the exceptionally rare Churchill metering valve and
fuse box adapter. It enables the intrepid
and highly skilled British Car Technician to
meter the precise amount of genuine Lucas
smoke required by the circuit.
Unlike the cheap, far-eastern replacement DIY smoke offered by the “usual
suppliers,” this kit includes a filter to
ensure that all the smoke is of consistent
size, It has been our experience in our shop
that the reproduction Taiwanese smoke is
often “lumpy,” which will cause excessive
resistance in our finely-engineered British
harnesses and components. This is often
the cause of failure in the repro electrical
parts currently available, causing much
consternation and misplaced cursing of
the big three suppliers.
These kits have long been the secret
weapon of the “Ultimate Authorities” in
the trade, and this may be the last one
available. Be forewarned, though, that it is
not applicable to any British vehicle built
after the discontinuing of bullet connectors, so you Range Rover types are still on
your own ...
This Genuine Factory Authorized kit
contains enough smoke to recharge the
entire window circuit on a 420 Jaguar, and
my dear friend and advisor George Wolf of
British Auto Specialty assures me that he
can replace ALL the smoke in a W&F Barrett All-Weather Invalid Car (147 cc) with
enough left over to test a whole box of
Wind-Tone horns for escaped smoke. How
much more of an endorsement do you
need?
More, you say? Well, I once let the
smoke out of the overdrive wiring on my
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

friend Roger Hankey’s TR3B, and was able
to drive over 200 miles home from The
Roadster Factory Summer Party by carefully introducing smoke into the failed circuit WITHOUT even properly repairing the
leak. Another friend, Richard Stephenson,
was able to repair the cooling fan circuit
of his Series 1 E-type by merely replacing
a fuse and injecting a small quantity of
smoke back into the wires. So there!
So, if you’re troubled by lost smoke bid
early and bid often! Thanks for looking!

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS GENERATED
BY THE eBay POSTING
(This is just a small selection of what
was posted.)
Q: Once I have re-introduced smoke
into my TR-2, do you warranty that its
system will resume operating at the speed
of dark?
A: If you reintroduce the smoke
through a microwave oven, you may
even go back in time!

Q: I have been very diligent over the
years and have maintained the smoke
in my Sunbeam’s wires perfectly. The
problem is that that special Lucas perfume
has disappeared from the dash, carpets
and seats. In fact, at the last Concours
d’Elegance I lost out to a frogeye with
period odors. Is the smoke in your kit fresh
enough to bring back the OEM smells of
burning plastic and bakelite and are you
including an adapter to replace same?
A: No adapter needed, but have
you tried just STARTING that overrestored trailer queen? It might bring
back the aroma by itself.
Q: Will this kit put back ALL the
smoke in a 1975 Midget wire harness?
Some time ago while driving our ’75
Midget smoke began pouring from under
the hood, after pulling over, smoke was
immediately followed by flames. A HUGE
amount of smoke was lost from the wire
harness (10 minutes worth before the fire
department showed up). Your jar appears
to be too small to contain the volume of
smoke produced by the Midget on that
day. Please specify quantity of smoke. PS
- Would you know where I can get bulk
replacement glue-on insulation, there is
none left on any part of the wire harness
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Lucas Smoke
under the hood. The harness appears
to be intact but is lacking smoke holding
insulation. I’m planning on rerouting the
main power buss from over top of the fuel
line. This way next time I can have smoke
and red hot wires without melting thru the
fuel line. Thanks in advance.
A: You’ll need bulk smoke, but I’d
try your last suggestion before ordering
any. Good luck!
Q: Enough, enough already! I cannot
allow you to perpetuate this lowbrow fraud
any longer! Anyone with any knowledge
of Lucas products should recognize that
the Lucas label art on the jar is wrong for
this early version of the smoke kit. And
of course, the lid should be black with
the valve oriented 180º to the label. The
smoke color itself is not original to the early cloth insulated wiring and perhaps even
for the early plastic insulation. Bidders beware, this is most certainly a replica, and a
poor one at that — possibly from Taiwan.
Additionally, the smoke replacement kit
was meant to be used only by highly qualified personnel. The dangers of misuse are
indescribable - certainly I can’t…, but the
phrase “gone up in smoke” was born of
this process.
A: Oh, yeah? Well, in the interest
of openness, I’m going to place your
tirade on the site. That doesn’t mean I
like it, though.
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Q: I’m afraid you’ve become trapped
in a classic Joseph Heller conundrum.
You assert that this is an authentic Lucas
part and offer substantial testimony that
it works and is effective in many applications. It would seem impossible that it
could work and also be a genuine Lucas
product.
A: This is known as the Nuffield
Paradox. It can’t be helped. It is the
reason BL finally adopted a clenching
sphincter as their corporate logo.

He Was Bitten!

Q: I’m a little skeptical about this being a genuine Lucas product . . . If it were
real, wouldn’t it be leaking?
A: See the discussion of the Nuffield Paradox. This ground has been
covered already.
Q: I’ve upgraded quite a bit of the
wiring in my MGB to newer wires, modern
sealed connectors, blade type fuses, and
modern switches; but I still have quite a lot
of the original wiring in place as well. Will
the newer wiring interfere with the proper
retention of the original Lucas smoke and
operation of the original circuits? I’m worried that it might block the smoke.
A: Technically, you now own an
MGB/Miata hybrid, but the elimination of Lucas connectors and switches,
artfully done, will usually just speed
the flow of the smoke to its ultimate
destination — the atmosphere.
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By Janel Demick
MG Club of St Louis

Y

es, he was bitten by the LBC bug.
My son now has a raging case of
“littlebritishcaritis!” Brian came
out to our local car show recently. He
was impressed with the vehicles, to
say the least. We walked around for a
long time, looking at cars, looking in
cars, comparing cars and discussing
the differences. He loved the Triumph
TR3’s, wondered how another stuffed a
big V8 into his MGA’s engine bay, how
far someone could drive their Super 7
before they had to be pried out of the
car with a crowbar. Brian was particularly drawn to the big Healeys. He
wandered around again on his own for
quite some time.
The comment that he made that
sticks in my mind the most was,
“I’d love to do this, but I don’t know
enough about cars.” I reminded him
that everyone at the show started
somewhere, with a wrench, a can of
Castrol, and a manual (and that there
was a LOT of knowledge around - just
for the asking).
That was on a Sunday. Thus
began the “Daily Emails from Brian
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with Links to Little British Cars for
Sale!” deluge that filled my inbox. The
fever had already started by the time
I’d gotten home from the show Sunday
evening. Here’s a sampling:
1) eBay link -1967 Austin Healey
Sprite, $3,550, reserve not met.
2) Autoshopper link - used (duh!)
1960 MGA, $12,000 obo. His email: “I
like this one ... and the white MGB...
and of course the $25,000 Austin
Healey” (see #8 and #11)
3) Autoshopper link -1962 Triumph TR3, $12,000 (VERY nice). His
email: “This one’s pretty nice too...Tell
Dad I’ll go 1/3...he goes 2/3 on this or
the 1960 MGA.” (How the HECK did
his father get involved in this???)
4) eBay link - 1991 Lotus Elan SE,
$12,500, reserve not met.
5) eBay link - 1976 MGB, $1,525
(this one looks to be a very nice, very
solid, well-aged, drive-a-way MGB, not
sure why price is so low!)
6) eBay link - 1972 MG Midget,
$6,100 (this is a great-looking Midget,
for a blue one with a big honking racing stripe down the hood, that is). His
email: “I’d drive this one...boy, I like
the blue!”
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Story Head from Prev. Page
7) eBay link -1960 Porsche
(where the heck did this come from??)
$62,000, reserve not met, bidding has
ended. His email: “I like this one!”
8) eBay link - 1965 Austin Healey
3000 Mk. III, $35,000. His email:
“This one may be my favorite!” (Ya
think?)
9) 1972 MG Midget (see #6 above).
His email: “What do you think about
this one?” (I think he already showed
this to me twice)
10) eBay link - 1962 Austin Healey
Sprite Mk. I, $10,900 His email:
“What about this one...Tell Dad he still
has the opportunity to go half with me
on this or the Midget.” (Wasn’t it 2/3’s
earlier? The kid’s getting desperate!)
11) eBay link - 1965 Austin Healey
3000 Mk. III (see #8 above). His email:
“This is my absolute favorite!” (I guess
so, since he’s sent it to me 3 times.)
12) eBay link - 1964 Alfa Romeo
Spider, $19,100, reserve not met. His
email: “Something a little different.”
13) eBay link - 1955 Mercedes Benz
Gullwing SL, $235,100, reserve not
met, bidding has ended. His email:
“What do you think of this?” (I think
it’s more than he paid for his house,
his Yukon, and his boat...and when
exactly do I tell him that Mercedes,
Alfas, and Porsches are not LBC’s?)
14) eBay link - 1958 Austin Healey
Sprite, $1,200. His email: “This one
seems reasonable...although I don’t
know what the reserve is. This is about
as much of a “project car” as I would
ever want.” (Yeah, considering he’d be
putting another $6,000 or so into it.)
Then, of course, there is the 1975
MG Midget that a local seller has on
the market...and the $400 orphan
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sitting in a barge on the Mississippi
River, under the Poplar Street Bridge!
Today is Thursday. It has been
four days since the All British Car
Show. Brian’s symptoms seem to be
intensifying, his condition is worsening. He’s beginning to hallucinate
with images of Union Jacks, oil leaks,
and the Prince of Darkness. He’s having strange cravings for tea, beans on
toast, Branston pickles, and Marmite.
I suppose I’ll have to break the
news to his bride. What he is suffering
from is terminal. There is no cure for
littlebritishcaritis. You can treat the
symptoms, but once infected, you have
the disease for life! To relieve symptoms, take two MGs and call the MG
Doc in the morning!

Postscript

It’s incurable. Today Brian drove
home his first little British car – a 1975
Midget. A car that, this time last year,
belonged to his uncle and was sold to a
member of our car club a few months
ago; and who turned around and
put it for up for sale again a couple
months ago. There was some haggling, some waiting out on both sides,
of course; BUT, when you’re infected
with a virulent case of littlebritishcaritis, you have to have a fix.
His wife phoned me earlier today
as she was following him back home.
She said that he was still grinning and
waving. Brian told her that he hasn’t
been this excited since he was seven
and got that big gift he wanted for
Christmas! We all know exactly how
he feels. There’s nothing quite as exciting, as exhilarating, and as euphoric
as driving our first British car home!
Oh wait! That feeling never wears off
does it?!? Prognosis – long term affliction.
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2006 Missouri Endurance Rally
Rally Results

W

e had 30 teams of hardy souls
who took part in what is one
of the best kick-off events of
the driving season - the 11th Annual
Missouri Endurance Rally and 4th Annual Missouri Mini-Endurance Trial.
Stops included such great places
such as historic courthouses, a Civil
War battlefield, a half-scale Stonehenge, a Lincoln-Douglas debate site, a
shrine, a campsite of the Trail of Tears,
the REAL grave of Daniel Boone, and a
statue of the Scottish Poet.

Team & Car

The weather was nearly perfect for
most of the day and night, but did turn
nasty as dawn approached on Sunday
morning. Many teams were able to enjoy some top down driving for the first
time this year as they zipped around
the state in search for the shortest
route between their designated stops.
Congratulations to all teams!
We’re looking forward to the 2nd leg
of the 2006 Triple Crown series at the
Grand Lake Tour in Madison, Wisconsin on the third weekend of August.
For more info, contact Rick Ingram at
mowog1@aol.com.

Odometer
check-run
mileage

Calibration
Constant
(32.2 miles)

Total
Miles

Computed
Miles

Finish

30.9

0.9597616

790.9445

759.1181

1st

32.5

0.9907692

779.45

772.2551

2nd

32.7

0.9847095

795.7

783.5334

3rd

Charlie Key & Adam Key
- 1970 Austin Mini
Rick Ingram & Rick Verhey
- 1974 MGB/GT
John Schroeder & Kim
Tonry - 1967 MGB
Cameron Butz & Brian
Viezbicke - 1971 MGB
Nate Runyan & Matt Winnegar - 1977 MGB

40.6

0.7931035

992.8

787.3932

4th

33.4

0.9640719

825

795.3593

5th

Bill Davidson & Phil Nicholson - 1974 BGT

32.5

0.9907692

804.2

796.7757

6th

Rich Griffin & Ranney
Dohogne - 1971 MGB

36.9

0.8726287

914.6

798.1062

7th

William Fox & Gary Hayes
- 1979 MGB
Carlos Cruz & Bob Brown
-1960 A-H 3000
Ken Bransfield & Bob Shiflet -1972 MGB/GT V8
Rob & Tommie Camblin
- 1967 MGB/GT
Denny Elimon & Guy Snyder
- 1978 MGB

33.1

0.9728097

822

799.6496

8th

31.8

1.0125786

793

802.9748

9th

30.9

1.04207142

787.7

820.8395

10th

33

0.9757576

843.5

823.0515

11th

33

0.9757576

926

903.5515

Most
Miles

John & Carol Mangles
1958 MGA V8

33.45

0.9626308

n/a

n/a

DNF
-ill

Dave & Mary Dobbins
1972 MGB

32.5

0.9907692

n/a

n/a

DNF
-ill
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By Anthony DeBella

ImportingaaVintage
VintageCar
CarInto
Intothe
theUSA
USA
Importing

I

bought an MGB-GT V8 from
England in the summer of 2005.
From that experience, I compiled a
few of my thoughts in this article to
help other enthusiasts find their way
through the hurdles of the importation process.
Why bother? Well, maybe you
just can’t find the car you want
(limited original production, mass
extinction) or the car you want was
not originally imported into the US.
Maybe RHD turns you on or you’re
looking at the car’s condition (Brits
import many “rust free” California
cars) or because Euro-spec cars might
have better performance than comparable US spec cars – all of these are
great reasons!

Importing a car to the US

Customs has the official word in
their publication “Importing a Car.”
You can find it online at the Customs & Boarder Protection website
- www.cbp.gov. In a nutshell, if the
car is over 25 years old, you should
have no problems. If not, it may be
easier to wait for the car to attain the
requisite age. You should ask specific
things about the car in question and
the country of origin. As an example,
documents in foreign languages may
present a problem. You’ll also need to
check with similar forms and directions from the state in which you live.
If driving across the border, call
ahead to the port of entry you plan
to use to verify that you have all the
required documents. The Customs
Service phone numbers are available
on the internet, and many ports have
a vehicle importation specialist.

Documents you will need

I was going to try to generalize
this article for the membership since
forms and laws vary from state to
state. However, much of the detail of
what you might experience would be
lost by doing this. In this section a lot
of what you read will not specifically
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apply; but this should give you a flavor
of what to expect.
You’ll need a Signed Bill of Sale
from the Seller of the car. If you are
buying from a dealer, make sure that
the credentials (like VAT number) are
included.
There are two possible registration
documents in the UK, and the requirements for each are different. The first
is the V5C document. The seller will
fill this out and detach the slip that
notifies DVLA (Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Agency) in the UK that the
car has been exported. You’ll fill out
the proper places on the V5C when you
register your car. The V5 document
must be submitted to the DVLA and a
V561 (Certificate of Export) will be issued in its stead. Bring the V561 when
you register. Again, check with your
state on the specific details of your
situation.
Another form is the Customs Entry
Summary – this will be a list of items
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you imported and the duty you paid
on them. MVA requires the original,
stamped form. If you share a container, as I did, you may need to go
to the customs house and get another
Entry Summary made in your own
name and stamped by the Customs
Inspector.
DOT form HS-7: Check the box
stating that the car is older than 21
years, and is exempt from DOT requirements. See http://www.nhtsa.dot.
gov/cars/rules/import EPA Form EPA
3520-1: Check the box stating that the
car is older than 25 years old and is
exempt from Emissions requirements
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/imports/
forms/3520-1.pdf
Maryland MVA requires both the
EPA and DOT forms to be stamped by
customs. When a car is imported in
a different port of entry, you may not
actually receive these forms. Other
states assume that the forms were successfully filled out in order for the car
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

to clear customs. You can go to the
Customs house and have these forms
re-issued and stamped by the customs inspector.
MoT Certificates from the UK
Ministry of Transport: They are not
required documents here, but they
are good to have. They just mean
that the car was likely driven to the
inspection facility and back. Some
vehicles even have logbooks, which
you should ask for as well as any
other repair/parts receipts. You can
get details about the MoT inspection
requirements from the DVLA in the
UK - http://www.dvla.gov.uk. They
have a vehicle enquiry where you
enter the Registration Number and
it tells you some limited information
about whether the car is road legal.
To see a sample of a MoT certificate,
go to www.vehiclelicence.gov.uk.
There is a new style of MoT Certificate
that includes a reference to a website and phone number that can be
used to verify the authenticity of the
certificate.

Shipping

There are two options for ocean
shipping: specialized roll on/roll off
ships and inside of a standard shipping container. In either case, your
car will spend about 3 weeks in transit.
For our cars, remember to include
instructions on starting your car and
any information peculiar to the car.
I would think that if your car had
limited ground clearance, or that the
handbrake did not work, those would
be good to disclose in a big sign on
the steering wheel. We live in a time
where just having a manual choke is
enough to keep some ignorant punk
from driving off with one of our cars!
Roll on/Roll off ships – these are
basically floating parking garages
that car manufacturers typically use
to ship cars. They are good for your
common every day cars, but the cars
are a little bit more prone to “parking
lot” damage. The car must be devoid
of any “extra” items. Items associ-
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Dealing with Customs

My container was cleared through
customs by a Customs Broker. Another
owner of an expatriate car I spoke with
said that the services of these people
are invaluable. At the Port of Baltimore, it can be difficult for a novice to
make their way through the bureaucracy. A customs broker will charge a
hundred or two dollars, but the alternative is probably a lost day wandering around the Port of Baltimore.
For reference, the customs house
in Baltimore is located at 40 S. Gay St,
just west of the Marketplace area. The
phone number is (410) 962-2191.
The current customs duty on cars
and car parts amounts to less than
3% of the declared value. This is not
bad, considering it costs about 25%
to import a car INTO the UK (VAT +
excise tax).

Shopping Abroad

You can find cars in the usual
ways – club newsletters are sometimes
posted on the internet, eBay Motors
has a UK site motors.ebay.co.uk, and
there are numerous “auto shopper”
type sites. The challenge is in evaluating the cars. I used a broker to shop
for me in the UK. Depending on how
you look at it, you can say he cost me
$1000 or he saved me $1000. Fred
Jenns is in the business of re-importing RV8s from Japan to the UK. His
website is www.classic-sportscar.co.uk/
home.htm. He is located north of London and he is very willing to help MG
enthusiasts. I wholeheartedly recommend him. He charged me to inspect
the car based on how much traveling
he had to do. He also arranged for
my car to be dropped off at the freight
consolidators. They were so close; he
didn’t even charge me extra for it. He
charged me £250 for the personal
inspection and digital pictures.
I found Fred through the MGCC
V8 Register website www.v8register.
com. They have a great website with
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a bulletin board and cover all V8’s (GT
V8, RV8, MGX, Costello Conversions,
and homemade conversions). I found
one car for sale in the north of England and I sent an email to the local
club inquiring if anyone knew the car.
As it turns out, a club member had
looked at the car already. This was a
handy way of finding out about the
car, and of the seller (who happened
to be a reputable used car dealer with
an interest in MGs). In the end, the car
was sold before I could decide whether
or not to buy it, but was another opportunity to reach out to another MG
person.
I would not recommend buying
anything from overseas without talking to the seller over the phone. Just
like in the US, I found some sellers to
be honest and knowledgeable, most
were honest but not very knowledgeable, and others to be stretching the
truth about the condition of their cars.
I didn’t find any out and out liars. To
help with this, I got an international
calling plan for $1 per month plus
10 cents per minute to the UK. Do
NOT make international calls without
calling your long distance carrier first
and asking what your rate is. I faxed
something to Italy once, and found out
that the per-minute rate without an
international calling plan is well over
$1 per minute!
My way of doing things was to
find a promising car and then send
someone to make sure the car is “as
described.” In one occasion, a V8
register contact happened to be passing through London, so he looked at a
car for me. He was familiar with V8s
and basically was able to tell me not
to make an offer on that particular
car. The description I saw on-line was
promising; the car just didn’t live up to
it. Luckily it was a clear cut “no.” The
tough part comes when the decision is
not so clear. Other people value different things.
Be prepared to “thank” those that
help you out. Petrol costs about $6 per
US Gallon in the UK (probably close to
$7 in light of recent events). Driving
places can take about twice as long,
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since many roadways (except for the
motorways) have lower actual speeds
than we are used to here. Thus, driving in the UK is more costly in time
and money. So make sure you properly express your gratitude.

Owning an expatriate car

I ordered a large quantity of V8
specific parts from the UK. I would
advise getting the factory parts
manual for the car and then figuring
out which parts are common to other
cars that were imported into the US.
For example, I can’t get an ignition
rotor for an MGB GT V8 at NAPA, but I
can get a rotor for a 1971 Rover 3500S
in a day.
Owning a UK-spec MGB has a
few extra differences than you would
initially think. The turn signal and
wiper/overdrive/high beam switches
are on opposite sides of the steering
wheel. The UK spec lights are stamped
“drive left” on the lens, as their illumination pattern is different than
US spec lights. The doors are not the
“anti-burst” type and the petrol tank is
somewhat larger (a nice feature). Even
parts that are considered common
may need to be imported.
Shipping parcels across the Atlantic is hideously expensive. I wouldn’t
want to be in a position where I needed
a part in a hurry! A box shipped to
me via FedEx took a week to clear
customs. If buying from a business,
I would just try to consolidate orders
into one or two large orders per year.
Expect to spend about $150 for a 10kg
parcel. Don’t forget, FedEx will bill
i n t e r n e t i m a g e — t h i s o n e h a s a n m g b i n t h e c a r t.

ated with the car such as the jack and
spare tire are OK; but I wouldn’t put
anything loose in the car since it may
rattle around and cause damage or
possibly even be lost or stolen. There
is frequent service from Southampton,
England to Baltimore. I would budget
about $1000 for shipping. Insurance
is available which covers all damages
will cost an additional 1.5% of the
value of the car, or total loss insurance
(0.75% of the value of the car) if the
ship sinks (it does happen now and
again). I have spoken to people with
personal experience of damage aboard
ship being caused by a car that broke
free of its lashings and rolled around
on a damaging rampage. Insurance is
a definite must if not already provided
by your own insurance. Ask explicitly
if your own insurance covers the car
while being shipped via ocean liner.
I found Able Cargo (in San Diego, 1800-655-2595) to be very helpful, even
though I didn’t use them.
Cargo Containers – these are more
expensive; but you own the container
for the trip and you can put whatever
you like in it. Typically you will arrange for the container to be made
available at a freight consolidator and
you have a few hours to load the container. There are ways of fitting 3 or 4
cars in a 40 foot container. Using this
method, some space inside the car can
be used for storing other items. I imagine that a container would cost about
$4000 to ship across the Atlantic. I
found someone who had available
space in his container and shipped
my car this way. It cost me a total of
$950, but his container was bound
for Atlanta. For a large quantity of
parts, a restoration candidate car, or a
car earlier than a T-series car, I would
restrict my search to containers bound
for a closer port. For a drivable car,
700 miles of highway was no problem
to drive home so the cost savings was
worth it.
Another way to look at this is
that shipping a car via enclosed truck
within the US will cost $800 - $1000.

The fact that it is comparable to ocean
shipping is what made shopping for a
vintage car in Europe a viable alternative to shopping at home, especially for
collectors on the east coast.

Shipping an MG the old fashion way.
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State of Illinois public service brochure.

Wiring Money

If you can find someone who will
accept a credit card, this will be the
best way to send money, even if you
have to add in the 3% processing fee.
Use a card that doesn’t charge an
extra overseas transaction fee (extra
1-3%). Many credit union cards don’t
charge this fee.
Wire Transfers are like e-mailing
cash – once you wire money, it’s gone.
This is another reason to use a broker.
I wired money to my broker and he
paid the seller in Sterling. When you
wire money, add 7% to spot currency
exchange rates. You should weigh the
relative benefits of wiring money in US
Dollars or in the local currency by calling your bank and asking for their fees
which may be different. When you
wire money, you don’t know the exact
exchange rate you will receive until
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Basic B
BASIC B
By Ken Smith

photos provided by ken smith

you for the 2.5% duty plus a $5 service
fee. However, parts ordered from the
UK and shipped to the US are exempt
from the (UK imposed) 17.5% Value
Added Tax.
Periodic opportunities to share a
container arise and it may be advantageous to have parts shipped to the
freight consolidator for them to be
loaded into the container; and then
shipped to their final destination via
UPS when the container arrives in the
US. That depends on the number of
different parcels, their size, and weight.
Of course, this is the slowest option.

the transaction is completed.
In conclusion, time invested in a
careful search for any vintage car is
time well spent. Finding a car abroad
and importing it into the US is a significant effort beyond the normal car
buying experience; but it is straightforward enough for an individual collector to accomplish.

W

hen cleaning wire wheels I
have found it useful to employ a supermarket shopping
trolley. Place the wheel on the trolley
and clean as usual with degreaser and
water. The water will drain down the
mesh so it doesn’t splash back or pool
up; and the use of the trolley will save
your back. (See photo)
Don’t throw that old electric toothbrush away! Use it to clean nooks
and crannies on your MGB, especially
chrome bits like the ventilator windows
and in between the grille bars. Apply a
little Autosolvol to the brush and polish away. Another tip for cleaning up
chrome is to use a piece of aluminum
kitchen foil. This is non abrasive and
works really well when used with a
little chrome polish.
Tired of your car cover blowing off
in strong winds? Can’t be bothered to
use the tie rope they supplied which
has to go under the car? Then use a
couple of empty plastic milk canisters
– one of each side! When filled with
water they make excellent anchors.
Affix a piece of strong rope to the
eyelet(s) in the cover. Attach a piece
of wood to the end of the rope and
pass the wood though the milk bottle
handle. Your cover will be safe in the
strongest winds. (See photo)
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Cleaning and degreasing using a shopping trolley.

Inexpensive anchor for those tarps prone
to blow away.
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Saving Your Lever Shocks

ILLUSTR A TION : b g a s t u d i o s . c o m
TECHNIC A L DR A WING : MOSS MOTORS , INC

By Mark Childers,
Tidewater MG Club

I

had the opportunity to work on
a drop dead gorgeous Grampian
Grey ’64 MGB recently. The shorthandled three-synchro shifted with a
satisfying snick, the exhaust growled,
and it had pretty good brakes for a
single circuit car. On the downside,
comfort, handling, and rid quality had
been on the decline for a while, but
hadn’t been included in his new-wife/
new-house budget.
The sway bar was one of those
skinny, stock, coat hanger-like pieces
that flopped around in the bushes.
The left side spring had a bit more sag
than the right; as did the driver’s seat,
its webbing now as one with the carpet, reminding me of a cartoon caption referring to the days “when drivers
were fat and tires were skinny”.
To make things even worse, all
four corners were riding on bouncy airladen shocks and high-mileage front
springs, producing an oval wheeled
cartoon jalopy effect with every bump
in the road. Replacing just the rear
shocks made things much worse han-
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dling-wise, as the much stiffer rear suspension provided leverage for the front
end to pitch and roll like mad through
a series of low speed panic-style pylon
turns, and resulted in white-knuckle
oversteer on one of my favorite test
drive routes through curves my jacked
up Suburban can safely handle at
higher speeds. Replacing the mushy
front sway bar bushings eliminated
some of the excess roll and clunk, but
the front shocks remained downright
unsafe.
With no spares on hand – only
new upper bushes and trunion pins
– and never having any luck with simply filling and burping spongy front
shocks in place, I pulled them off the
car for a “poor man’s” refurbishing.
Armstrong built an amazingly tough
product. I’ve seen forty year old shocks
with nary a leak, apparently in need
of nothing but a routine forty-year
fluid change. I’ve also revived obviously blown-out floppers with a lucky
combination of cleaning, the right
fluid, and through bleeding; which, by
the way, can’t be done properly with
the front or rear shock in place.
In this case, we got lucky and he
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got off cheap. Although I had to airsaw the fulcrum bolts off, both shocks
were keepers (even if only for the
short haul). I also loosened the lower
fulcrum bolts and tapped them out
an inch with a soft hammer to be sure
there weren’t any problems on the bottom end. Replacing the shocks down
the road will be a 30 minute job now
that the hard work has been done.
Shocks should be cleaned out
every three to five years depending on
mileage and driving habits. Unless
you run into a seized trunion, removing the front shock is a breeze. With
a floor jack under the spring pan, jack
the tire just clear of the ground and
remove the wheel. Leave the jack in
place under the spring pan with the
weight of the car on the spring otherwise you risk severe bodily injury
or even death if the spring shoots out
from between the pan and crossmember!
Before you start, draw a picture
noting where the arm sits relative to
the shock body for future reference.
Next pull the nut and bolt holding
the arms together on the shock, then
remove the nut and drift out the
trunion bolt securing the arms to the
kingpin. On the shock, you’ll notice
one side has a pinch bolt that allows
one arm to be removed with the other
arm being fixed to the shock. Using
a large flat blade screwdriver, pry the
lever arm pinch open and ease the
removable arm away from the shock
to assist in clearing the bushes at the
kingpin. Should the upper fulcrum
bolt seize, use a hacksaw or sawzall
to carefully cut through the bushing
and trunion bolt between the REMOVABLE arm and the kingpin. Once the
removable arm is out of the way, you
can heat and beat the bushing and
trunion bolt out of the kingpin and
the fixed shock arm. I prefer using a
propane torch for heat, while wicking
beeswax around the stuck bolt (á la
sweat-soldering copper pipe joints).
Bear in mind that destructive-deconstruction only works out if you have a
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pair of spare trunion bolts on hand.
This is one item that should be in your
“never-out” parts bin because nothing
else in the junk drawer really fits and
who wants to wonder about shear and
tensile strength and surface hardening
while passing a semi at 65 mph?
Finally, remove the four 9/16” bolts
holding the shock in place. Always replace all four 3/8” split washers as they
can cause the bolts to loosen and the
shock base holes to elongate through
fretting. If the bolts are messed up,
replace them with grade 8 bolts. Wire
the kingpin to a bolt in a shock mount
hold on the crossmember to prevent it
from flopping outboard onto your knee
or chin.
With the shock removed, before disassembly, drain the reservoir
through the filler hold and fill the
reservoir with 4 ounces of any thin
oil (e.g. – lamp oil) then re-secure the
filler-hole bolt. Rotate the shock 90degrees in both directions to bathe the
shaft seals in oil. If oil pours out, then
there’s not much else that can be done
to remedy the leak but to replace the
shock at first chance, and always do so
in pairs. If the seal is simply weeping
and hasn’t gone cracked and brittle, or
rotted, it can be softened and swelled
by using silicone-based motorcycle fork
oil containing a leak stop additive or
by mixing an ounce or two of brake
fluid in 8 ounces of petroleum based
oil.
Before beginning any further
work, give the shock housing a good
scrubbing. I prefer the new “alloy
wheel” spray cleaners, but a good
carb or brake cleaner followed by dish
detergent, hot water, and a scrub brush
works fine. Next, drain the shock by
removing the filler bolt, the shock
valve (7/8” wrench), and the 8 Pozidrive screws holding the cover plate.
This will allow you access to the inside
of the reservoir to clean out a lifetime
supply of seal debris and aluminum
dust. Be forewarned that the original
gaskets were made of Unobtanium. A
new gasket can easily be cut from thin
sheet rubber and ULTRA-Gray silicone
based gasket maker also works but
not as good as the rubber dam. Prior
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to reassembly, wipe all
mating surfaces with
brake solvent and if
Shock Absorber
using ULTRA-Gray, run
a very thin bead on the
cover, insert the screws,
Sway Bar
and allow it to cure for
at least 20 minutes before assembling to avoid
“squeeze-out” which
occurs with mated parts
with less than perfectly
clean and dry surfaces.
Clean and inspect
the valve – from the
outside in: Nut, valve
body, inner valve, shim
washer, main spring.
Wishbone Arm
Make certain that it’s
clean. A slightly thicker
than original washer
over-running the valve.
can be added for increased firmness.
As the arms rise and fall, oil is
Count the number of turns on the
sucked
into two different piston ports.
locknut if disassembling.
It’s important to keep the valves comTo purge the remaining oil, pump
pletely submerged while the arms are
the arms. I recommend using an old
moved to prevent air from re-entering
cookie sheet or cake pan for catching
the piston chamber. Slow and steady
the oil and keeping the bench clean,
is the key to a good bleed. Add oil unas oil will go everywhere. Clean the
inside of the shock reservoir with brake til there is no sign of air re-entering the
reservoir while the arms are moving.
or carb cleaner or clear kerosene and
If you have time, fill the chambers and
a stiff artists brush. Blow out any
excess solvent with compressed air or a do the initial priming late at night, let
the shocks sit overnight to allow air to
hairdryer, then flush with a couple of
rise from the oil (especially with siliounces of the intended shock fluid.
cone), and complete the final bleeding
Mount the body in a vise, arms
the next day. When fully bled, refill to
down, then replace the fill plug and
slightly above the shock fill hole and
fill the reservoir through the reserreinstall the valve.
voir cover opening using motorcycle
Right the body again to norshock oil, 20 weight jack oil, or even
mal orientation and place in the
30 weight engine oil for stiffer shocks.
vice. Work the arms top to bottom
Add enough oil to cover the filler plug
by about 1/3” which is about even with very slowly at least five times. Minor
roughness at the top or bottom is not
the external casting boss on the turret
an issue as long as the working area
containing the filler bolt. Replace the
is smooth and bump-free (and most
cover and turn the shock over with the
importantly to safe handling is to be
mount base on the vertical and angled
sure that you have a smooth transiso the open valve hole is at the high
tion while changing directions in the
point. Adjust the body in the vice so
working arc). Refer to your drawing
that you can still move the shock arms
to determine the at-rest position of the
full-range and then remove the filler
shock arm. The feeling of a mechaniplug again. Add oil into the filler hole
cal grinding can be a sign of internal
if necessary while moving the arms to
damage, but not always. It can sometheir top and bottom limits. Do this
times be cured by additional bleeding.
very slowly and smoothly to avoid
Again, if there is any grinding or dead
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006
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spots in the working arc, set the shock
on the bench and leave it to sit for 8
hours with the arms pointed down,
then repeat the bleed sequence before
giving up for a new shock.
A very light grinding sensation followed by a weak spot while changing
directions in the middle of the working
arc usually indicates dirt in the valve
or worn wrist pins. As long as the
majority of the working arc around the
at-rest position is firm and quiet, the
shock will work just fine.
Lastly, clean all traces of old
rubber bushing material from inside
the kingpin using a paring knife and
WD40. While not universally accepted, I coat the outside of the bushes
with a gooey PCV water valve grease
called SuperLube and use anti-seize
compound on the trunion to make
it easier for the next grease monkey
– who just might be me! While bushes
are supposed to be immobile, I feel
that the grease prevents the bushing
rubber from overheating and vul-

canizing itself to the kingpin, which
promotes faster breakdown of the
bushing.
I used silicone fork oil in the
shocks and added a shim to each
valve. The suspension was one again
taut and the driver felt back in control. The existing V8 A-arm bushings
were fine, as were the kingpins and
lower trunions. I gave all the zerks
a shot of grease, adjusted the rack
pre-load, checked the tire pressures,
stuffed an old patched up wheelbarrow
tube (patent still pending…) between
heavy cardboard protectors under
the driver seat, and we had us a real
test drive. Some owners simply don’t
realize how much fun can be had with
ninety-some odd horses, one heel, one
toe, and a curvy road free of on-coming traffic. Wearing a “can’t wipe it
off with a ball bat” smile, our guest
scooted back to his home, no doubt
taking back roads all the way. He’s
since ordered new front springs and a
fatter sway bar. Now that he knows
how easy it is to do suspension work, I
might just be out of a gig!

And Now for Something . . .
Complelely Different

By Eric Welty
Texas MG Register

C

or blimey, guess who got ‘erself
another first place trophy at the
GoF? That’s right, love-yours
truly! You could ‘ave knocked me
bottom over kettle with a bloomin’
feather, that’s how gobsmacked I was.
Especially considerin’ I was about one
minute from earnin’ me a blinkin’ Tow
Rope award! Two years ago I was bollocksed, near brown bread I was, and
‘ere I am now in the “Premiere” class.
Who’d ‘ave Adam and Eve’d it?
If you ‘aven’t made my acquaintance, me name’s Pandora. Strewth,
‘tis what the guv’nor calls me. I think
‘e feels shepherd’s about it now, but I
can’t be sayin’ I blame ‘im. If you ‘ad
seen me when I first showed up ‘ere,
you’d ‘ave thought I was a mare in the
makin’ too, you would. I rather fancy
meself as more like Cinderella, but as
knackered and manky as I was, like
I’d been dragged backwards through
the hedge, ‘tis jammy me name taint
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somethin’ worse.
35 years it’s been since I was a nipper, and blanked I’ve been for most of
‘em. Straight up, they say California’s
a stone bonker heaven for jam jars, but
you sit around the garden long enough
goin’ Nick Cotton with the rain puddlin’ on your Rory, triffids growing up
your bonnet and ‘uggins of mice ‘oneymoonin’ in your boot, I dare say you’d
not be worth two brass razoos neither.
And then when I think I’m munted,
with nothing else for it but a date with
the crusher and life as so many Kibbles
tins, I end up ‘avin another go at it
as one spawny bird ‘ere in Texas. But
really, in spite of me name, the only
mare so far ‘as been me carburetorswho would ‘ave Christmas Eve’d that
within two years both of me bloomin’
floats would go wonky and spring
leaks?
‘Tis donald me new guv’nor eves
in the 1000 monkeys with typewriters
idea and figures if ‘e just keeps at it
long enough ‘e can make something
‘appen, seein’ ‘ow ‘e don’t rightly know
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‘is onions in the first place. ‘e usually
does make it work, sooner or later,
though sometimes ‘e first makes a
right dog’s dinner of things, ‘e does.
This makes it 5 times (this week, mate!)
he’s taken me carburetors off and
firtled with the ruddy buggers, and so
far all that piddlin’s been down the
pan-I’m just ‘opin’ one of these times
the penny will drop and, Bob’s your
uncle, I’ll be ‘appy as Larry again.
But I give the bloke proper credit, I
do. ‘e doesn’t just cob in the tea towel
like some other sods I’ve known; one
wee ruck ‘tween me and Mr. Lucas,
and just like that ‘tis 20 years I’ve not
turned a blinkin’ wheel and the scaffies are makin’ mince pies at me.
I’ve been ‘avin’ it large ‘ere in
Texas though. 7000 miles I’ve got on
me clock already, I ‘ave. Mostly just a
bimble ‘ere and a jolly there, but also
trips to 3 GoFs and me favourite ‘olliday so far, the MGB meet in St. Louis.
You can skit about the Jocks in Arkansas all you want, but those blighters
know how to build a right lark of a
frog and toad, they do. We must have
gone well 100 miles at one stretch and
never once straightened out me front
tyres.
The Kermits around Bryan weren’t
quite as bazzin’ as all that of course,

but the GoF was still quite a bit of all
right, even if ‘twas Déjà vu all over
again with me blinkin’, sinkin’ float.
I like a neck of petrol as much as the
next jam jar, I do, but unless I was
tonkin’ down the frog, I had more
than soft mick. And when I was idlin’
in the queue for the show, I was near
drownin’, I was. Irish, I barely made
it to me spot in the lineup, and I was
gone for a Burton, straight up. Jammy
the guv’nor had so much practice unclogging me sparkin’ plugs or it would
have been a Tow Rope moment dead
cert. Can you be sayin’ cringeworthy?
Beyond all that, the GoF was the
cat’s whiskers, as they always are. The
rabbit about the car park was all of a
mind the Pappas’ and the Yates’ were
brill. They made it look a doddle, but
I know they must of ‘ad a right ‘airy
lumble of it. I’ve seen a few right complicated rallyes but oh, my giddy aunt,
this’n takes the biscuit. If organising
the whole GoF was as bare stonkin’
work as this, it must have been a right
bit o’ Barney Rubble.
Well, crumbs, I guess I’ve had
my chips! Look how I’ve nattered on,
and ‘avin bog all to say. And here
comes the guv’nor with me carburetors
again. I do ‘ope ‘e can make a go of it
this time. Or, at the very least by next
fall; I’m keen as mustard to be seein’
all me chinas in Tyler!

Heading for the westcoast - 2005
Joe Lamando, from Collegeville, PA
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MG: The Marque of Friendship

Charles Merritt, 77 of Marietta, Georgia “birthday surprise ride” in an MG. Behind the
wheel of an MGA, Mr. Merritt is he always dreamed of owning an MG roadster.
with Dennis’ wife Nancy. Nancy tells
By R.G. Liddick
Barbara that her parents would be
NAMGBR Vice Chairman
coming up on Easter for dinner and
will be driving their MG TD along
Well, it all started with an
with the others to her dad’s house. It
e-mail that I received from Barbara
all came together on Easter Sunday
Chapman of the Durham, North
afternoon when the MGs pulled into
Carolina area. She found me via the
Mr. Merritt’s driveway. The best part
internet and she had a request that I
of the day was Mr. Merritt was totally
could not resist helping her achieve.
surprised and once he got over the
Her father, Charles Merritt of Marietta,
shock of it all, he had his ride in an
Georgia was coming up on his 77th
MG, however he declined the offer to
birthday and she wanted to do
take one out for a drive.
something special for him. It appears
This turned out to be a family
that her dad had always had a dream
of owning an MG roadster, but life and affair, all the way around, since all
of the MG enthusiasts are related
his need to take care of his family got
either by birth or marriage. Three MG
in the way, now she wanted to see if
models helped Mr. Merritt celebrate
could make part of his dream come
his 77th birthday. Charlie and Jane
true. She asked if I knew anyone in
Mitchell, who are Nancy’s parents
the Atlanta area that may be able to
brought their 1953 MG TD. Charlie
let him drive his or her car or just give
will soon be celebrating his 83rd
him a ride in one. I did not make any
birthday and loves driving his TD.
promises; but I said I would forward
Dennis and Nancy Deloatch came
her e-mail to Richard Neale, President
of the Peach Tree MG Registry, which is in their 1957 MGA. In addition, to
round out the group Dan Mitchell,
a local chapter of the North American
who is Nancy’s brother drove their
MGB Register.
1979 MGB to the party. Two clubs
Richard Neale made an
were represented, the Peach Tree MG
announcement at their club meeting
about the birthday request and Dennis Registry and the Southeastern MG T
Register.
Deloatch stepped up to the plate.
It has been said by the MG
Richard then contacted Barbara and
Car Club of England that MG is the
told her that Dennis would be getting
“Marque of Friendship”. I cannot
in touch with her to arrange her dad’s
think of a better example of that
MG surprise.
Time was ticking and Barbara statement that the story above and
while I know there are other MG stories
had not heard from Dennis, taking
out there that merit being told and
yet another chance she figured she
applauded this is the best one I have
would call information for his phone
played a part in.
number and was able to get in touch
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006
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Technical Talk

JOHN TWIST AD HERE

John,
I have recently been in contact with
Lindsay Porter author of the restoration
manual on the MGB; he said to say “Hi”
to you. The reason for my inquiry is this –
and it is a long shot. I own an MGB which
started its life in England. It was delivered
to University Motors London on 21 March
1969 as a ‘special’. I think it had a bit
more chrome on it or something. Lindsay
told me you worked there and I have since
read your story on your web site. I am
trying to find out anything about the car’s
history in England. I know it’s been a long
time, but do you know anything of the
people who ran University Motors London
and if any records were kept? My MGB
spent its first 20 years in England before
being imported to Australia. In its first
year in England, it must have been in a
severe accident after which it was given a
new body but the car’s identity continued.
I have traced car numbers, etc, through
the British Motors Heritage Trust. It was
restored in 1995 and eventually found it
way to me. This little car has traveled to
the other side of the globe and has probably had many owners – if only cars could
talk. I might add that only an MG fanatic
would try to trace a cars history. It is a
long shot but if you know anything from
your time at University Motors London, I
would appreciate it.
We have about 1400 members in the
MG Car Club in Victoria, Australia and are
very involved in preserving and enjoying
our cars. Our web site is www.mgcc.com.
au if you want to take a look. You and
your staff are obviously very much involved
in keep MGs on the road and it is good to
see. MGs forever!
—Peter Broman
Victoria 3777, Australia
Peter!
I sure wish I could help you out!
Mr. Bradstock, the owner and founder
of the original University Motors,
Piccadilly, had a handshake deal
with Kimber – that UML was the sales
agent for all MGs sold in the south
of England. This was a lucrative
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
association! But, when MG’s parent,
BMC, combined with all the other
companies in 1967 to form BMHC,
later British Leyland, that deal was
terminated and University Motors lost
its direct connection with the factory.
They closed in 1985. It was, after all,
“just” a car dealership with no one as
fanatic as you or me at the helm. I’ve
never found anyone who could tell me
anything about the disposition of the
records, although I expect they were
recycled and have returned as brown
paper bags.
Stay in touch with our MG clubs
here and when you come to the States
there will be many a home open to
you for your enthusiasm!
John,
I am the proud, relatively new owner
of a 1979 MGB roadster. Recently, I successfully replaced the clutch and am
actually still in the re-assembly process.
My question relates to re-installation of
the exhaust manifold. I found an orange
colored rubbery material on portions of my
old gasket. It looks like someone added
some kind of gasket compound at the last
installation. Is this ever done? I thought
that the new metallic gasket was usually
installed without additional sealants. Do
such sealers exist that will withstand the
temps in that area of the engine? Is it appropriate to use such a material?
I learned about your website from two
of my new “MG Brothers” that I’ve met in
this area (Fenton, Michigan). Working on
this car (and driving it) and meeting guys
with like interest is the most fun I’ve had
in some while. The last time that I owned
a similar car was in 1963 when I owned a
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1960 Bugeye Sprite. (Wish I had that car
back also)
I am originally from the Grand Rapids
area and am looking to driving over in my
roadster some time next summer to visit
your facility.
—Doug Huizenga
Doug!
You’ve probably already worked
through this.... The orange stuff was
high temperature silicone gasket material. It was used around the #1 inlet
port as the manifolds warp and this
port lifts away from its seat. Best bet is
to have the manifold resurfaced (on a
long belt sander).
John,
Thank you for your response to my
e-mail question. Yes, I have completed
the engine re-installation and all looks well
so far. I am running but have not been
on the road yet. I do have an additional
question however. While ordering parts, I
found that I have an older standard ignition - 25D Distributor. The Victoria British
catalog indicates that this should only be
on model years 1962 through 1974. My
roadster is a 1979 and I would expect to
have a 45DE or 45DM Electronic Ignition
Distributor.
I was wondering if possibly I have an
older engine in my car. I know that this
car has been raced at some time in the
past and I’m wondering if an older, higher
compression ratio engine is installed.
The VIN on the top of the dash is
GHN5UL 481306G. The engine number
is 18V883AEL032559. An additional
number found under the hood at the cross
member with the hood latch is GU23T
967447P.
Is there a cross reference somewhere
that can tell me the vintage of this engine
and if it could have been the original engine for a 1979??  —Doug Huizenga
Doug!
I can tell you from experience that
you have an original engine – and if
not the original engine to your car, at
least one within a year of your production. That 18V883 prefix is 1977-1980.
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There are about twenty distributors! Some are the 25D, point style;
some are 45D, point style; and some
are 45DE, electronic. For your car to
PERFORM correctly, you must know
which distributor you have so you can
set the timing accordingly. If you can
get the number from the side of the
distributor (e.g. - 41155) I can tell you
from which year that distributor was
taken (although it might be a Midget,
an Austin America, who knows?). In
the end, however, you should time the
car at full advance – that is 32-degrees
BTDC at about 4500 rpm. Vacuum
to manifold or carb? Depends on the
advance of the cam inside the distributor – a number from 10-18 stamped on
the limiting finger of the distributor
cam. Let me know what you find and
I’ll help you get this timed.
Hi John,
I have a 1976 MGB and I am installing the original fender (wing) back into
my car. I would like to know on rear ends
of the wings, those 3 long 5/16-bolts and
couple of oval spacer washers, if the spacers go between the scuttle and the wing. I
tried to install one washer per bolt, but the
alignment is out. Could you tell me how
many oval washers are required per each
bolt and the location of the washer? And
what is the gap between the door and the
wing? Thank you very much —Jorge
Jorge,
The washers fitted between the
body and the rear of the fender there
at the scuttle are fitted “as required”.
If you are installing the original
fender, then the fitment should prove
easier than the fitting of a replacement fender! I would get all the bolts
started, then work the fender, if possible, and by very little, to ensure that
the gap from top to bottom is parallel.
Be certain to attach the bottom of the
fender to the bottom of the sill. Draw
all the bolts snug, fit as many washers
as required, as necessary, so that when
you snug the bolts at the scuttle neither
the scuttle nor the fender are bent inwards. Fill that gap with body putty to
prevent leaking from the windscreen.
MGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

Hello John!
Let me first say “Thank You” for serving as Tech Coordinator after the untimely
passing of Bob Mason. Bob’s replies,
written on a conventional typewriter in a
computer age, would always bring a big
smile to my face. I know the T.C. position
is even more work on top of everything else
you do, and it appreciated.
My question involves a road you’ve
been down before. Let me add that, prior
to bothering you, I went through all my
“MGB Drivers” from 1996 to date, and
didn’t see the question addressed.
I have a 74 1/2 rubber bumper MGB/
GT that has many (tasteful) non-original
modifications. It’s a cranberry clearcoat
and you may have seen it in “Enjoying
MG”, having been in two articles.
I will be fitting the Hoyle Engineering coil-over front suspension conversion.
In conjunction with this, I’ll be using a
chrome bumper cross member to lower the
front of the car. I believe that some modification is necessary to the steering gear
but I can’t find the definitive reference.
Would the best route be to fit a reconditioned chrome bumper specification steering rack assembly? Or is it the steering
shaft that must be dealt with. I’ve done a
lot of work on both my Bs so I’m sure I can
handle whatever you suggest.
As a side question, have you had any
experience with the rear parabolic leaf
springs as sold by the MGOC of the UK?
Thanks in advance and Safety Fast!
—Bob Sherman NAMGBR 5-2028
Bob!
You know, I really don’t have any
information at all about the coil over
suspension. It must be that the manufacturer has some idea – or, if not, then
the firm that sold it to you. I’m sorry
that I cannot be of more assistance.
John:
I have replaced the pipe and hose
connecting the clutch master cylinder and
the slave cylinder on my chrome bumper
1974 MGB. However, not all of the air can
be bled out of the clutch hydraulics. I have
found brake fluid leaking where the pipe
attaches to the clutch master cylinder.
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I’ve removed and reattached the pipe
at the master cylinder several times. The
threads appear to be fine. I can tighten
the securing nut down to the point where
there is not any play between the pipe and
the fitting inside the clutch master cylinder. Applying a non-hardening thread
sealer to the threads has not stemmed
the flow of fluid where the pipe threads
enter the clutch master cylinder body. I’m
concerned about stripping the threads
because of the amount of torque needed
to tighten the securing nut. The pipe was
purchased from one of the major MGB
parts suppliers.
I believe the master cylinder’s internals to be ok. I started this project upon
finding a leaky clutch hose. While removing the old hose, the clutch pipe broke
where it attaches with the hose. The new
hose is not leaking at either of its attachment points. Any advice would be much
appreciated. Thank you, —George Riggs
George!
The banjo fitting at the rear of the
clutch master cylinder is sandwiched
between two copper washers. Ensure
those are there. The steel line should
fit snugly into the banjo fitting. Here’s
what to do first – Loosen the steel
line from the banjo fitting. Working
through the hole in the firewall may
be an access or working behind the
master cylinder may be another. Use
a 7/16” line wrench. Loosen the banjo
bolt then back off the bolt to make certain the two washers are there. Now,
retighten the fitting – don’t strip it out
(as you have cautioned yourself) but
get it REALLY tight! Then, tighten the
steel line. If this fails, there must be a
problem with the steel line, or there’s
dirt or something where the steel line
is fitted into the banjo fitting.
Mr. Twist,
I recently installed a Weber DGEV into
my ’79 Midget. After addressing the usual
intake vacuum leak and the ventilation
problem (pressure buildup in the engine,
causing oil to seep from usual places…),
which I’m still fighting, I was told to plug
off the vacuum advance on the distributor and the carb, as Webers don’t work
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well with vacuum advance. I’m running a
25D distributor with a Pertronix unit, and
after advancing the timing to about 16degrees, I noticed the engine pulled a lot
better under acceleration than before. My
question is, with the Pertronix and Weber
being the only modifications; would there
be any real benefit from a higher output
coil? If so, would I need a larger plug gap
(running spec right now), and I do plan on
an aftermarket exhaust header. Any other
suggestions for a peppier 1500?
—Jim
Jim!

There are four links in the chain of
better performance: emissions, engine,
ignition, and carburetion.
Make sure that the engine has
plenty of chance to vent into the
air cleaner. Otherwise the oil gets
contaminated and the engine fails
prematurely.
You should have a 0.010” valve
lash and the compression should be
consistent within 10% on each cylinder. I’d run Champion RN12Y plugs
gapped at 0.035”. Make sure that the
thermostat (which controls the BOTTOM end of the temp range) is high
enough (at least 180F) to allow the
engine to come up to operating temp
quickly.
You should time the engine at
32-degrees BTDC at about 4500 rpm.
This is the maximum timing for an
MGB engine and although your engine
is a little more “square” – the bore and
stroke are closer to the same distances
– I think that 32 would be good.
A Petronix switching unit can
afford you a couple of hp instead of
points. BUT! And this is IMPORTANT
the 25D distributor you have might be
all wrong for your application. See if
you can get a number from the unit
(41155 for example) and get that number to me.
Another coil will do nothing – absolutely nothing – from the standpoint
of performance, assuming yours is
working correctly (which they nearly
always are).
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Dear John,
After reading how to replace the front
wheel bearings on an MGB without reusing the spacer or the shims because this
type of bearing does not usually need a
spacer in this application, I thought this
made a lot of sense so I have left them out
of my rebuild. Now I’ve read some theories
on why this might not be a good idea after
all. So what the latest info on this modification that you might have knowledge of?
Thanks for all the information you
have given me in the past. Hope to see
you at MG 2006! 		
—Lonnie
Lonnie!
That spacer and shims are critical.
Here’s why. Imagine that you have
a length of threaded rod. You put
that rod against your knee and with
some effort you can bend that rod.
Next, image that you have a length
of electrical conduit. You put that
conduit against your knee and with
some effort you can bend that conduit.
Now, run that threaded rod down the
middle of the conduit, tighten it to 60
lb-in, put it against your knee and try
to bend it. NO WAY!
This is my illustration about the
MGB front spindle. The threaded rod
is the stub axle, held on one end by
the casting, held on the other by the
castellated nut. The conduit is made
of several pieces: the tapered washer
against which the inner bearing rides
and the outer seal rides; the inner race
of the inner wheel bearing, the spacer,
the shims, the inner race of the outer
wheel bearing, and the outer washer.
Now it is true that in my thirtyone wrenching years of MG mechanics
I have seen only one MGB stub axle
break – verifying that, perhaps, the
stub axle is “overbuilt” – but the fact
remains that mechanical engineers far
more experienced (and in my case, certainly better paid) designed this system
with strength and safety in mind.
We ALWAYS re-shim the front end!
Hello John,
I have a 75 MG that is leaking fuel
into the air cleaner box. Would the document you had to email have any explanaMGB DRIVER–July/August 2006

tion of this problem? I have heard these
carbs are problematic.
Thanks! —Richard Toppin
Richard!
There are two reasons the air
cleaner is filling with gasoline: the
needle/seat in the carb float bowl
is stuck open; or, the vent line from
the carb to the charcoal canister is
plugged.
Try this first: Remove the vent line
from the carb to the charcoal canister
from the carb. Have an associate spin
the car over. Does gasoline pour from
the brass vent pipe? If it does, then the
carb has to come off and the float bowl
has to come off and the needle/seat
has to be changed.
But, if by removing this line the
car now runs well, blow out the lines
and clean out the charcoal canister.
Call if you need more help.
Good day John,
I have a 72 MGB with a rebuilt engine
with an alloy standard head (Pierce), 9.0
compression, 0.020 oversize pistons, and
a slightly hotter cam. The distributor
has been rebuilt. The engine has about
3000 miles on it since the rebuild. The
rebuild went just fine, but I had to rotate
the distributor clockwise one tooth in order
to have enough advance adjustment on
the timing to set it to 16-degrees BTDC at
1600 RPM using a timing light. The engine runs hotter on the gauge than it did
before the rebuild especially if the temperature is over 85F degrees, and it has a tendency to run on a bit when I turn off the
engine since the rebuild. It has never quite
gotten to HOT, but it now gets very close.
Before the rebuild it barely got above the
N even on very hot days. I did replace
the water pump and the hot water pickup
on the head, but nothing else electrical.
The radiator has been re-cored. The new
thermostat is an 185F, plugs are NGK
BP6ES, and the HIF carbs have free flow
air filters with ABD needles. These needles
feel a bit lean under hard acceleration (the
slight headwind effect). The AAA needles
felt a little better, but I was concerned that
they might be too rich. Everything appears
to be properly adjusted and timed. The
exhaust is a Monza.
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Do you have any ideas on why she
seems to run hot now? I wonder if the cam
is not calibrated properly with the crankshaft and distributor, but I don’t know
whether this is the cause. I was surprised
when I had to rotate the distributor to give
it enough advance adjustment to set the
timing. I am seeking your advice before I
tear into front engine cover to expose the
timing chain and sprockets. I bought a
replacement water pump with the cast iron
impeller like the car originally came with
to see if that would make any difference.
The current water pump has the stamped
metal impeller. It has not been put on yet,
because I want to take care of all the work
at one time. I rebuilt the engine and have
done it before so I have some experience
with engine mechanics.
Your advice would be appreciated. I
hope to see you at Carlisle this spring.
Regards, —Konrad Crist
Konrad!
First of all, I wonder if your engine
is truly getting hot. Use an infrared
thermometer, pointed at the cylinder
head, just below the thermostat. If the
gauge is reading “N” the thermometer
should be about 185-190. It is not uncommon to have an incorrect sending
unit. The two units, the GTR 104 and
GTR 101 look exactly the same.
If it is getting hot, I’d check the
timing. Run the engine up to a 4500
idle and set the timing at 32 BTDC,
vacuum disconnected. That’s maximum advance.
John,
I have two questions/problems with
my 1968 MGB roadster. First, I recently
installed a Petronix ignition in the car. It
started and ran fine, although I felt the
timing was a little slower. I took it for
a test drive to the local hardware store
about 2 miles away. On the way back,
about 500 yards from home, the car quit
and would not start. I walked home and
returned with the points and multimeter
determined to find the problem. When
I opened the hood with the ignition on,
the white wire from the tach to the coil
was cooking and melting the insulation.
I changed out the Petronix for the points
and the car started and ran fine, except
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I noticed that the tach was no longer
working. By the time I got home, the tach
was smoking. I removed the tach and
opened the case to see that the white wire
where coiled around the pickup coil had
melted the insulation and done the same
to the pickup coil. The tach had recently
been rebuilt and had been working fine. I
suspect that problem started while the wire
overheated with the Petronix
installed. (Although the reason it had
been rebuilt was that I believe the prior
owner had had a similar problem with the
tach overheating. Perhaps an intermittent short somewhere within the wiring
loom?) However, I somehow doubt that
as I recently drove the car on a 1500 mile
trip with out any problem. I am absolutely
positive that the Petronix was installed
correctly. My question – is the Petronix
incompatible with the in line tachometer,
or can you suggest some other reason for
the failure. The car runs fine now with
the tach out of the car and the tach wires
jumped together - although I know I have
to replace those tach white wires from the
ignition switch to the tach to the coil.
Second, although the car runs well at
moderate speeds, when on the open highway at speeds above 60-65mph the car
has started to exhibit an intermittent loss
of power with an accompanying smell of
gasoline. After first noticing that problem,
I just happened to replace the inline fuel
filter and the problem went away for what
I would guess was about three tanks of
fuel. On the road, when it happens, the
road noise is too great to determine if the
loss of power is one cylinder misfiring, or
just a general rough running situation.
Do you have any idea of what this problem
is? I do have carb rebuild kits to install. It
has never happened at slower speeds even
when accelerating through the gears. I
would appreciate any help you could give
me on the above problems. Thanks,
		
—John Motycka
John!
Those Pertronix units are very
durable, but there is a failure rate, of
course. If yours went continuous then
the coil would begin to heat up, but to
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have the WHITE wire begin smoking
– that’s pretty unusual. It must have
been the Pertronix since it worked
OK after you changed back to the
points. The power moves from the key,
through the impulse loop, through the
coil, into the distributor. So it’s odd to
have that problem on the white wire.
When you called today we discussed the bad running. Again, it’s
the floats shaking or vibrating and
allowing the carbs to flood. Hence it
runs poorly and you get the smell of
gasoline. Fix this by tightening the
hinges with pliers. Ensure that the distance from the float to the float bowl
lid is 1/8-3/16”.
Hi John,
I recently acquired a 1975 MG Midget
1500. The car is slanted so that the entire
driver’s side is lower than the passenger
side. I replaced the front coil springs but
the slant continues. What would you recommend? Any help greatly appreciated.
Thanks,		
—Carl Cottrill
Carl!
Change the top shock bushings. Use
the most durable bushings you can
buy. I suspect that the front cross
member is bent, but I’ve never confirmed this. How are your leaf springs?

threads because of the amount of torque
needed to tighten the securing nut. The
pipe was purchased from one of the major
MGB parts suppliers. I believe the master
cylinder’s internals to be ok. I started this
project upon finding a leaky clutch hose.
While removing the old hose, the clutch
pipe broke where it attaches with the hose.
The new hose is not leaking at either of its
attachment points. Any advice would be
much appreciated. Thank you,
		
—George Riggs
George!
The banjo fitting at the rear of the
clutch master cylinder is sandwiched
between two copper washers. Ensure
those are there. The steel line should
fit snugly into the banjo fitting.
Here’s what to do first: Loosen the
steel line from the banjo fitting. Working through the hole in the firewall
may be an access – working behind the
master cylinder may be another. Use
a 7/16” line wrench. Then, loosen the
banjo bolt. Back off the bolt to make
certain the two washers are there.
Now, retighten the fitting – don’t strip
it out (as you have cautioned yourself)
but get it REALLY tight! Then, tighten
the steel line. If this fails, there must
be a problem with the steel line, or
there’s dirt or something where the
steel line is fitted into the banjo fitting.

George responds: John,
To make a long story short, the banjo
bolt threads were stripped. The mangled
nut on the old line and the feel of the new
line threading into the original banjo bolt
should have been my tip offs.
Upon pulling out the clutch master
cylinder to check for the copper washers, I
discovered the questionable threads in the
banjo bolt. Since I had the clutch master
cylinder out, I replaced it, along with new
copper washers, a new banjo bolt, and a
new pipe. I got a new pipe since the nut
on the first new pipe was a bit beaten
up. I was also concerned about the nut’s
thread integrity.
By the way the old master cylinder
did have the two copper washers and
there wasn’t any dirt inside the banjo bolt.
However, I did find fine slivers of metal.
Again, another hint as to what was up.
Thank you for your time and help. My
MG is back on the road.
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased
to answer your technical query by phone.
The technical hour is 1-2pm EST, Monday
through Friday. (616) 682-0800 or you
can e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.

John,
I have replaced the pipe and hose
connecting the clutch master cylinder and
the slave cylinder on my chrome bumper
1974 MGB. However, not all of the air can
be bled out of the clutch hydraulics. I have
found brake fluid leaking where the pipe
attaches to the clutch master cylinder. I’ve
removed and reattached the pipe at the
master cylinder several times. The threads
appear to be fine. I can tighten the securing nut down to the
point where there is not any play
between the pipe and the fitting inside the
clutch master cylinder. Applying a nonhardening thread sealer to the threads
has not stemmed the flow of fluid where
the pipe threads enter the clutch master
cylinder body.
I’m concerned about stripping the
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Marcham Rhoade
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

Midget Registrar

Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
1806 Hazard St.
Houston, TX 77019
phillip.smith@bcm.tmc.edu

Our Valued Supporters

D Zimmerman
811 S. DePeyster St., Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-9394
mg-rootes@sbcglobal.net

Original Owner Registrar

1974½ MGB Registrar
Steve Harding
1913D Darby Rd.
Havertown, PA 19083
(610) 446-2073
mgbgt1@hotmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar

Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar

Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Scott Williams
501 N.E. Emmett St.
Topeka, KS 66616
(785) 234-8101
mg1100@oldertech.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
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The Marque of Friendship
1929-1936
North American MMM Register

Box 727 • St. Helena, CA 94574
707 / 963-2313

1935-1955 Pre-War • T-Series • Y Type
The New England MG ‘T’ Register
PO Box 1957 • Cary, NC 27512
704 / 544-1253

1956-1962 MGA • ZA • ZB
The North American MGA Register

7522 S.E. 152nd, Portland, OR 97236
namgar_registrar@msn.com

1963-1980 MGB • Midget • 1100/1300
The North American MGB Register
PO Box 69 • Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
800 / NAMGBR-1

1968-1969 MGC
American MGC Register

2809 Copter Rd. • Pensacola, FL 32514
850 / 478-3171
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Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please,
no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and
membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in
writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Pete Cosmides, Advertising Coordinator
(see inside front cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains
the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of
each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1974½ MGB – White, new carpet, Minilite

Our Valued Supporters

wheels, good driver. $4,500. ejdavis2@
peoplepc.com Can view car at club web
site:www.mgcars.org.uk/wdmgcc.com.
Click gallery-Elvin Davis.

1973 MGB – Excellent condition; 62K

miles; asking $5,500; St Michaels, MD;
(410) 745-6664 • gcrollefson@msn.com
MD

1980 MGB – Brown/Brown w/white pip-

ing. Celica wheels; gold LE stripes; great
shape and runs well; asking $4500; St
Louis, MO (314) 426-1600 or m,gdoc@
sbcglobal.net MO

1952 MGTD Mk II – Excellent condition,

1974½ MGB – White; 3rd in class at

2004 UM Summer Party; good driver;
asking $4,500; (248) 960-2296 E-mail:
ejdavis2@peoplepc.com MI

After 28 years of supplying MGB parts

for MGBs, Doug Jackson is retiring and
closing shop at British Automotive. He’s
got a large inventory that he is liquidating. For details (415) 472-1493 or doug@
mgbmga.com CA

WANTED

1969 MGB – wants 69 MGB convertible

with wire wheels – prefers red with overdrive. Car should be in excellent or better
condition. Vancouver, BC. Pete McDougall at konyntjes@uniserve.com

1974 MGB – BRG; minor rust but runs

1971-1974 MGB – looking for a very good

well; interior in excellent condition. My
husband loved this car and drove it everywhere. Since his passing I continue to
drive it and take care of it, but it belongs
to someone who will give it the TLC is
needs. Asking $5,000 (845) 985-7665 or
jandl222@yahoo.com NY

1955 MGTF – professionally restored with

over $92,000 in receipts – a ground-up
restoration with no expense spared. (559)
431-6159 CA
lamps on the fenders and a Lucas
license/tail lamp. Pictures by e-mail
request. $4,000 (209) 948-8767 or sjnnock@aol.com CA

1980 MGB – White/Grey; Totally restored;
OD, black cloth top, new windshield,
new luggage rack, minilites; asking
$8,500; (508) 995-4644 E-mail: roger@
cantorealty.com MA

1973 Midget – Red/Black; rebuilt engine,

transmission, front-end; factory hardtop;
Gulf Breeze, FL; asking $6,000; (850)
932-9868 FL
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once owned and restored by Bob Mason;
show winner and great interstate cruiser;
asking $15,000; (850) 932-9868 FL

9 years and 20K miles since full restoration. $19,500; Charlotte, NC (704) 5733231 or danandjo@juno.com NC

Unique 1960 Teardrop Trailer with Lucas
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1974½ MGB/GT – Tundra Green; OD;
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condition MGB convertible; preferences
include BRG, O/D. Indianapolis, IN;
Hugh Sutherland at hsutherland@indy.
rr.com

PARTS SOUGHT

Decent pair of MkI GT fenders, uppers
most important, lowers rust OK. Port
Perry, ON; Andy Hertzberg at andy_
hertzberg@porchlight.ca

SERVICES OFFERED

MG Service and Restoration!

Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University Motors for high quality service or
repairs. We can attend to your entire MG
or just a single component. Our MGB
Complete Lubrication costs $475. Our
brilliantly clean and polished MGB HS
carbs are $575; MGB HIF carbs are $655.
We can attend to your soft top, your
chrome, your engine, or your brakes.
I bought my first MG in 1968, and
I’ve been working on MGs since! John
Twist (#0-101), University Motors Ltd,
6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301;
PH: 616 682 0800 or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com
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Where 2 ‘B
Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or email mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2006
July 9

British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA
• (717) 979-9242 • Ralph_eriksen@yahoo.com

July 9

British Car Day, Cincinnati, OH • (859) 384-1345 • dlb55ah@cs.com

July 14-16 - British Car Days, Prince Edward Island • (902) 964-3294 • rtbentle@isn.net
July 15

MG Polo Match & Car Show, Bucks County, PA
• www.tinicumpolo.org • (908) 996-3321

July 15

British Car Day, Ottawa, ON • frankrizzuti@hotmail.com

July 15

MG/Mini Cup Show, Tinicum, PA • (908) 996-3321 • marfmil@hotmail.com

July 16

Brits on the Beach, Ladysmith, BC • peddie@telus.net

July 23 BCCNEPA British Car Show, Clarks Summit, PA
• (570) 457-6677 • bd1500mg@yahoo.com
July 23 Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com
Aug 5

British Car Day, Dayton, OH • (937) 293-2819 • mgbskip@aol.com

Aug 19-20 Grand Lake Tour XIV Endurance Rally
• Rick Verhey (rick.verhey@sbcglobal.net)
or Rick Ingram (mowog1@aol.com) or (217) 469-2007
Aug 20 Vanderbilt Concours, Centerport, NY • www.mgcars.org/mgcclic/
Sep 16-17 - Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, CO
• (303) 985-2763; www.coloradoconclave.com
Sep 22-24 - British Charity Run, Cambridge, ON • www.cbccr.org
Sep 22-24 - Southeast British Car Festival, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
Sep 30

27th Annual MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD
• (410) 817-6862 • RGL2MGBGT@aol.com

Oct 6-8 British Car Festival, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net
Oct 13-14 - British Car Show, Nashville, TN • www.nashvillebritishcarclub.com
Oct 14-15 - British Reliability Run, Massillon, OH • (313) 259-4460 • www.abrr.com
Oct 21
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British Car Show, Houston, TX • (281) 346-2417 • www.houstonmgcarclub.
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Dean Witham, of N.Y. with his
all original ‘74 MG Midget

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P.O. BOX 69
EATON RAPIDS, MI 48827

